Attention
"The Tiger" will not be
printed for the next two weeks
because of Spring Break. The
next issue will be printed
March 31 under the direction
of a new staff.
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major. Bob Stone, winner of a
student Centennial contest,
received dinner for two at the
Lazy Islander restaurant in
Pendleton and a copy of the
book "Clemson University: A
Photographic Portrait."
Cornerstone Weekend will
also offer a pair of baseball
games between Clemson and the
University of South Carolina,
the annual Orange and White
football game, tours, displays,
continuous showings of the
Centennial film "There's
Something in these Hills," sky
divers, a hot air ballon ascension and a fireworks display.
The Student Centennial Committee is sponsoring an outdoor
event on March 31 called
Thomas Green Clemson Field

upset the commission.
John Smalls, an associate
higher education commissioner
said, "It's the commission's job
to review all funding requests,
and they [the University] did
not follow proper procedures."
Supercomputers are used to
solve problems by mathematically simulating conditions that
can't be duplicated in a laboratory. Tornados, black holes and
supersonic speeds are just a few
examples.
With a supercomputer, the
University would be able to bid
on federal contracts which
would result in more money and
more jobs.
The University of South
Carolina has a smaller version

free, one per person

Run-off election scheduled
by Andrew Cauthen
news editor
A run-off election is scheduled
for next Tuesday for the positions of student body president
and vice president.
Susan Ainsley and Trey
Blackwood will have another
week to campaign for the presidency while Tracy Malcolm and
Mel Miles continue to compete
for the vice presidency.
In last Tuesday's election,
2,226 ballots were cast for the
office of president, of which
Blackwood received 823 votes,
or 37 percent, while Ainsley
received 437 votes or 20 percent.
The other candidates for
president received the following
percentages of the votes: Vince
Matthews, 19 percent; Missy
Jenkins, 17 percent; and Robert
Carter, 4 percent.

CORNERSTONE'

In the vice presidential race,
Malcolm received 685, or 31
percent of 2,219 votes cast.
Miles received 658, or 30 percent of the votes.
The other candidates for vice
president received the following
percentages of the votes: Portia
Sherman, 12 percent; Jack
Hoggard, 10 percent; Michael
Quattlebaum, 9 percent; and
Penny Jagers, 4 percent.
In last year's student body
elections, 2,009 votes were cast.
The ballots for the run-off
elections will also contain a constitutional amendment that states
that "membership of the Student
Senate shall be composed of at
least one eligible senator from
each precinct. Apportionment
of all precincts shall be determined by the Student Senate.
If passed, this amendment
would give Student Senate the

¥ E E KT N
Day.
During this event, which has
a theme of "Bandmania," will
feature four bands: The Toll,
The Neighborhood, Moja Nya
and Drivin' 'n' Cryin'.
The event is being held from
3 p.m. to 10 p.m. on the intramural field across from Fike.
see Corner, page 10

of the supercomputer as an experiment, and they are planning
on asking for funds to expand
this system. Some legislators
have suggested that two supercomputers in one state would
unnecessarily duplicate the
same services.
Commissioner Fred Sheheen
said he believes that a consensus
exists in the state about the need
for a supercomputer and the
need for further study before
one is bought.
Until the Commission, Legislature, and governor feel that it
is necessary to build a supercomputer, and all the appropriate
steps are taken, the University
won't be getting a supercomputer.

power to reapportion the precincts when necessary in order
to improve senate representation.
This amendment was supposed
to be on last Tuesday's ballot,
but it was not ready in time, according to a Student Government official.
In the race for the eight Trial
Court positions, in which only
four candidates were running,
the following people won seats;
Jody Anderson, Jack Duffie,
Carey Elias, Jonathan Felger,
Melanie Lee, Llewellyn Rembert,
William Willis, Matthew Wilson.
The run-off elections will be
Tuesday, March 14, from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
The poll locations are as
follows: the Loggia, Harcombe
Dining Hall, Cooper Library,
Norris Hall, Calhoun Courts,
Outdoor Theater, Clemson House
and Riggs Hall.

Student Government
installs student hotline
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer

Supercomputer struggle still continues
The University's struggle to
get a supercomputer continues
as the state Commission on
Higher Education tries to stall
by asking the General Assembly
and governor not to take any
action on a supercomputer purchase requests until the commission has a chance to review the
proposal.
The University proposed to
establish a supercomputer center and went straight to the
Legislature. To "cut through
the red tape" and avoid going
through regular budget channels, University officials went
straight to the Legislature. This
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The University's centennial
celebration will come to a
climax in three weeks when the
University celebrates Cornerstone Weekend, April 1-2.
Cornerstone Weekend will
feature the replacement of the
Tillman Hall cornerstone,
which was removed last year.
The new cornerstone will contain items highlighting the
growth and development of the
school during its first 100 years.
In addition, items from the first
time capsule will be on exhibit
at the ceremony's site.
One of the items to be included
in the new time capsule will be
the student identification card
of a senior electrical engineering

Opinion

Bobby Robinson, athletic
director, has put in nearly 20
years of service at the University. See his story on page 13.

The

from staff reports
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The Student Government has
installed a hotline for students to call to give opinions or
to lodge complaints. The number for the hot line is 656-4226
(I CAN).
Each week flyers will be
posted around campus describing a certain issue and students
will then be able to call in and
give opinions.
A complaint log will be kept

and each opinion or complaint
will be recorded along with the
caller's name.
After the log has been compiled, it will be given to the proper authority in Student Government so that each problem
can be investigated and improved
upon.After the problem has
been fully researched, each
caller will then be informed as
to how it was settled.
"We hope to gain a lot of insights from the students," said
Jamie Rootes, student body
president.

On-line housing
registration planned
by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer
Registration for campus
housing will be held March 27-31
and the process will be done by
using the mainframe computers.
During the week, students
will be able to register for campus housing by using any of the
mainframe terminals and simply
following the step by step instructions on the screen. "Each
student has three different
choices for room assignments,
and the student must type in
their choice and their roomate's
name and I.D. number. The I.D.
numbers will be available on a
different screen," said Dr. Peter
Perhac, director of housing.
Once the information on the
screen has been saved, it will be
flashed over to Mell Hall.
After the information has been

received by the housing office,
each student will be sent a housing contract through the mail.
"Once the contract is received,
the student will have approximately a week to return the
contract along with the $95 room
deposit," said Perhac'
Contracts and room deposits
can be taken to Mell Hall.
East Campus Housing or West
Campus Housing. For room
deposits being paid with cash,
students must go to Mell Hall,
the only location which will be
able to accept cash.
"The priority system for
housing hasn't changed," said
Perhac. "It will be the same
system as in the past, the only
exception being the residents of
Lever Hall who have been
granted senior status as compensation for being relocated.
see Housing, page 9

University receives
biotechnology grant
from News Services
In a move to strengthen
Clemson University's efforts in
biotechnology research and instruction, the Self Foundation
has committed $300,000 for the
purchase of equipment to stock
a new laboratory.
"Biotech is an extremely
high-priced endeavor," said
Lewis Duncan, associate dean
for research in the College of
Sciences. "If we're to move
ahead in research and teaching,
we must have state-of-the-art
equipment for our faculty and
students to use. The Self Foundation is to be commended for
its forethought and willingness
to help us attain that goal."
Biotechnology encompasses
the process of gene-splicing—
that is, taking genes from one
organism and implanting them
into another. That process involves decoding nucleic acids
and proteins to determine which
genes perform what function.
Without specialized equipment, researchers and students
have had to conduct work in
biotechnology manually. "It's a
very time-consuming process,"
Duncan said.
The new equipment will speed
the process dramatically and
lessen the margin of error, he
said.
Though Clemson's efforts in
applied biotechnology have thus
far focused on agricultural field
techniques, researchers in various areas of the University are
looking at other possible applications.

"We see this as a particularly
exciting research area for environmental engineers at Clemson," said Les Grady, Bowen
Professor of Environmental
Systems Engineering. Grady
and others in the College of
Engineering spearheaded the effort to obtain funding for the
new laboratory equipment.
Scientists and engineers hope
to use biotechnological tools to
improve municipal and industrial biological wastwater treatment systems and to clean contaminated groundwater aquifers.
Ultimately, says Grady, researchers one day hope to use genesplicing techniques to tailor a
microorganism to consume a
particular type of hazardous
waste, then introduce it into
wastewater systems or groundwater aquifers as a cleaning
agent.
In addition, Clemson researchers hope to explore possible
biotechnological applications in
food processing, medicine (specifically, cancer research) and
dentistry.
University officials plan to
purchase three major items for
the new lab: a nucleic acid sequencer, a protein sequencer
and a nucleic acid synthesizer.
"We're pleased to be part of
this effort," said Frank
Wideman, executive vice president of the Self Foundation.
"Biotechnology and genetic
engineering have come to the
forefront of research. We think
it's exceedingly important for
South Carolina to get involved—
particularly in the area of solving environmental problems in
terms of waste disposal."

'Carter failed'
by Andrew Cauthen
news editor

administration poor grades,"
he said.
Kaufman said that Carter
"I remain persuaded that "undercut his own image of
[Jimmy] Carter's was a failed openness and integrity by
presidency," said Burton I. steadfast loyalty to the
Kaufman, in a lecture titled Georgia cliche that ran the ad"Jimmy Carter and the Hu- ministration.
man Rights Issue."
"As a result, the adminisKaufman is head of the his- tration seemed to self-destruct
tory department at Virginia within months after Carter
Polytechnic Institute and State took office," he said.
University and author of The
Kaufman said that the
Presidency of James Earl Carter administration's real
Carter.
achievements were overshaKaufman's lecture was spon- dowed by increasing problems
sored by the Strom Thurmond in energy, inflation, rising unInstitute and the history de- employment, long lines at gas
partment.
pumps and by the taking of
"Most other commentators American hostages in Tehran.
on the Carter presidency re"In fairness to Carter, one
gard the administration of the must acknowledge that anyone
Carter presidency as at least a entering the White House in
failure, if not a tragedy," 1977 would have faced a HerKaufman said.
culean task," he said.
According to a recent Wall
Kaufman said that "by all
Street Journal article, a "revi- accounts, Carter was one of
sionist" approach to Carter's the nation's brightest chief exadministration is beginning to ecutives. He was also thoughtview the former president with ful with a divine commitment
increasing respect and sym- to ethical principles and to
pathy, Kaufman said.
human rights."
"I do not share this reviCarter's views on human
sionist view of the Carter pres- rights were similar to former
idency. Having spent con- U.S. president Woodrow
siderable time in the Carter Li- Wilson, Kaufman said.
brary and having gone
Carter maintained that as a
through thousands of pages of world power, the United
documents of the Carter ad- States had an inherent moral
ministrations which, inciden- responsibility to a committally the revisionists have not ment to human rights.
done, I am persuaded that the
As a part of Carter's foreign
contemporary critics of the ad- policy, Latin America remainministration were on target in ed a target of his human rights
giving the president and his campaign. Carter also sought

Sex etiquette discussed
by David Reid
staff writer
Last Thursday night, a lecture on "Sexual Etiquette" was
held in Lee Hall's Lyles
Auditorium. Robert Hatcher, a
medical professor at Emory
University led the discussion
A panel of four Clemson
students also participated in the
discussion, with other opinions
and questions coming from the
audience.
Hatcher expressed severral
rules of sexual etiquette.
Among these were respecting
the right of another person to
say no, accepting responsibility
for sexual actions, understanding that it is appropriate to inquire about infections a poten-
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tial partner might have and talking about contraception.
His most important rule,
however, is, "that under no
circumstance is force an appropriate sexual response." He
said that in surveys taken nationwide about the 25 percent
of young women have been
raped, not just by strangers, but
mostly by dates. Date rape also
falls under the category of
respecting another person's
right to say no.
"You just can't force sex on
someone," a member of the audience said.
Hatcher also exclaimed that,
"men and women have to be
able to accept the responsibilites
that sex brings."
The average of unwed

Burton I. Kaufman
Carter expert
to eliminate discrimination
based on race, religion or
ethnic origin, Kaufman said.
Also, Carter sought to promote freedom of travel and
emigration, freedom of religion and the right to vote,
work and be given a fair trial,
Kaufman said.
"Carter's response to the
human tragedy in Southeast
Asia where millions of refugees were uprooted and brutalized by war and revolution was
vigorous and consistent with
his emphasis on human rights.
"Over 400,000 Southeast
Asians were admitted into the
U.S., opening up a new chapter in the nation's history," he
said.
Kaufman said that Carter's
greatest legacy was his "commitment to human rights as
part of Washington's permanent foreign policy agenda."
However, "it was the Soviet
Union that posed the greatest
challenge of Carter's campaign for human rights and it
was Soviet-American relations
which best reveal some of the
fundamental problems in
Carter's foreign policy in general
and the human rights issues in
particular," Kaufman said.

FYI

Scores
Robert Hatcher
medical professor
mothers is continuing to increase.
The question of AIDS was
also addressed. "At Clemson a
lot of people have the attitude
that it can't happen to me,"
referring to getting pregnant or
sexually transmitted diseases,
said Robert Siudzinski, a
panelist.
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The above graph shows the average SAT scores of
freshman students at the University.

Engineering retention rises
from News Services

I can do it.

Terry Scabrook/staff photographer

These University students participate in the student body election this week. Run-off
elections are scheduled for next Tuesday.

Retention rates for black
freshmen engineering students at
Clemson University have surged
past those rates for overall
freshman engineering students
for the first time, Clemson officials have announced.
Seventy-three percent of the
black freshmen who entered the
engineering program in 1987 are
continuing to pursue an engineering degree as compared to
67 percent of the overall freshmen engineering student population.
Of the total 961 entering
freshmen that year, 60 were
black. By December, 1988, 319
or 33 percent of the total had
either changed majors or left
school. Figures for the black
students, however, show that
only 27 percent had dropped
out of engineering. In fact, only
12 percent had left school alto-

gether.
Retention rates for black
freshmen in engineering historically have been very low across
the nation, says Dean Charles
Jennett. "Obviously we're excited about this jump in retention," he said.
That rise, in large part, comes
as a result of PEER, the
college's Program for Engineering Enrichment and Retention,
Jennett said.
PEER, designed to offer academic and emotional support to
black students in engineering,
was instituted by the college in
the fall of 1987. Junior and
senior black engineering students are assigned as mentors to
small groups of freshmen and
sophomores. They meet with
their groups on a weekly basis,
and one-to-one by appointment, offering study tips and
"survival" techniques for making it through the rigorous challenges of Clemson's engineering
program.
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Condoms protested
NEWSSTUFF

Arthur Schirmer

MW

Assistant News
Editor

Well students, this is the last
you'll hear from the assistant
news editor and his free advice
on life. The semester has been
full of controversial topics, but
the two largest were racism and
National Condom Week.
These issues aren't unique to
Clemson University and I don't
feel that racism is going to
change unless people can work
as a team and leave color and
creed out of human coexistence.
This brings us to the issue of
sexual liberty and personal
choice. A letter to the editor appeared this week in response to
National Condom Week on
campus. Ms. M.C. Brown of
Travelers Rest was less than
happy with the distribution of
condoms from Redfern Health
Center. She sent an article from
the Greenville News which dealt
with the same topic.
"I think it's time to not have
anymore Valentine's days-if it is
associated with the use of condoms!" said Brown. Please Ms.
Brown, understand the younger
generation and become acquainted with the diseases and
hardships of the young adults.
It seems that preceding
generations want to close their
ears and eyes to the problems of
AIDS and STDs. I realize the
readers must think I'm a condom nut, but it baffles me how
older people slough-off the problems of the younger generations.

If teams of scientists from
around the world can't defeat
AIDS, should we sit in frustration until they come up with a
cure?
Abstinence is fine for those
who choose to live their life in
this fashion, but that doesn't
cater to the generation population. As hard as life was back in
the "olden daze," I find it very
difficult to believe that sexual
intercourse out of wedlock
wasn't performed.
We often hear the pre-historic
phrase, "relax dear, he's just
sowing his wild oats." Well, if
he sows his wild oats in this day
and age, he'll lose his oats and
possibly his life!
The article in March 5 edition
of The News refers to those individuals who use condoms out
of wedlock as "irresponsible."
This is an unthinking statement
to come out of the mouth of an
elder.
If this person would watch
the news or read the newspaper
he would know the consequences of unprotected sex.
AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases don't
discriminate. Families have
been torn apart because of a
simple blood transfusion, so
why should young adults be
careless and "irresponsible?"
Ms. Brown wanted the article
to appear in The Tiger so as to
educate the campus about the
wages of sin. The point is well
taken Ms. Brown, but this is
1989 and our society has changed.
In closing, I would like to see
our parents and our grandparents understand our choices
and decisions, and respect
them. The family ties are hard
to bend, but we need support.
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Coming Up
March 10

Mechanical engineering seminar: "Active Leg Coordination For Walking Vehicles" by Ken Waldron, Ohio
State University. 2:30 p.m., 300 Riggs Hall.

13-29

Lee Gallery Exhibition: MFA Thesis Exhibition. Works
by K. Fracasso and Cecile L. K. Martin. Reception
March 13, 9 p.m., Lee Gallery.

15

Union lecture: James Bostic, University trustee and first
black to receive a doctorate from the University. 7:30 p.m.,
Tillman Auditorium.

16

American Association of University Professors panel
discussion:
"The Lennon Presidency After Three
Years: An Evaluation." 4 p.m., 364 Sirrine Hall.

17

Career Fest. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Palmetto Ballroom. Sponsored by Student Government.

Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without final grades.

20-24

Spring Break.

FREE DELIVERY!
6 p.m.-12 midnight
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DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
337 COLLEGE AVENUE
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RUSHDIE MUST DIFU!

South Carolina's Oldest Collegiate Newspaper
JENNIFER BROWN

TIM KUDLOCK

editor in chief

managing editor
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Editorial
If Khomeini has his way and his $5 million death
sentence for Salman Rushdie is executed, he will have
committed the worst form of censorship possible—he will
eliminate the source forever.
The release of The Satanic Verses has most followers of
Islam in an uproar. But this reaction is quite understandable.
The Iranian political system is based entirely on its
religious faith, Islam. There is no separation of church and
state.
Therefore, by writing a novel that attacks the foundations
of Islam, Rushdie is guilty not only of blasphemy, but also of
attacking the foundations of Islamic society.
What Rushdie has done is explained in a few words-he
has chosen not to conform. He has stepped on a few toes by
choosing to exercise his right to free thought. And now his
death will make someone $5 million richer.
Khomeini's decision to put a death sentence on Rushdie
isn't justified by his religious beliefs. Quite plainly, it's
irresponsible.
His cultural perspective, though it may differ from our
own, does not give him the right to dispatch death squads to
roam around killing expressivists.
Great Britain is to be commended for supporting
Rushdie. The country has a long tradition of liberty in
expression and is willing to risk a break in diplomatic ties with
Iran in support of a worthy cause.
Finally, someone has realized that this is one kind of
terrorism that can be challenged.
Perhaps President Bush should have taken swift and
immediate action against Iran along with Great Britain. This
definitely would have sent to the Ayatollah a message he
could not overlook—we're fed up with terrorism.
Bookstores in Britain have been blown up by terrorists
because the owners have copies of The Satanic Verses in
stock. Yet Britain refuses to back down.
Bookstore owners in the United States have been
extremely cautious. Several chains have pulled the novel for
fear of terrorist actions and to protect their employees.
Judging from our actions most people would agree:
We're acting like we're afraid to challenge terrorism.
It's time to take action. By making a clear
pronouncement of our support of Rushdie, the United States
will join Britain in the fight for everyone's freedom of
expression.
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Graduation evokes mixed emotions
We're always approaching an
end. We watch a movie to get to
the end. We begin a new year to
get through to the next. And we
Tim Kudlock
somehow manage to get through
Managing Editor
countless semesters to reach the
long-awaited end of a college
career.
The senior year has got to be
Then, of course, there's the
one of the strangest periods of
the college career. I've gone most dreaded obstacle of all to
through two such years—last overcome that year—finding a job.
year as a senior and this year as It really takes all of the fun out
a graduate student. Getting out of being a senior. Yet, it has to
of school can sometimes become be done, so you might as well
an obsession, but the university make the best of it and start
ties binding you here don't smiling.
I did all of my interviewing
break without a struggle.
The year preceding graduation last semester through the Placeis usually pretty stressful. First, ment Office. As I walked to my
there's the question of whether first interview, my mind raced
you'll really graduate, either with various questions. Was my
because of suffering grades or tie straight? Had I decided yet
because of the risk of your why I chose to go into the acacademic records not matching counting profession and how I
those kept in Sikes Hall. I could be an asset to the firm?
always feared that I would show Was my suit lint-free?
Many interviews and office
up at graduation and find that I
wasn't actually graduating after visits later, just as my responses
all. And, when I did show up at to interviewers were becoming
graduation and my name ap- as routine as my birth date and
peared at first to be lost, I social security number, I finally
thought my fears were actually accepted a job offer. Now my
torturous job search was over.
becoming a reality.
Despite my extreme anxiety
There's also the question of
whether you've met all of the for the future, I can't help but
deadlines imposed on the pro- look back at my five years at
spective graduates, deadlines this place. Not only has Clemwhich you very seldom hear son changed a great deal, but I
anything about. The diploma, have also. From my very first
the cap and gown, the announce- semester, I joined organizations
ments—all are vital for that one at a time. The problem lies
perfect graduation. Yet, missing in that I haven't given any of
one deadline can ruin anyone's them up, and I now lead an ex"ideal" commencement ceremony. tremely hectic life. I just never

wanted to break away and say
that final goodbye.
While I keep thinking of that
new apartment, that new car,
and the drastic increase in spending money that I'll have in a few
months, I can't help but feel
reluctant to let go of the world
that I've become so accustomed
to, to break out of the little
niche that I've carved out for
myself. My only consolation is
that many of my friends have
experienced the same thing
upon their graduation, so I
know that I'm not alone in this.
Even though the semester is
little more than halfway over,
the time for saying goodbye has
begun. This week marks the end
of my term as Managing Editor
of this paper. Last spring when
I assumed this position, I was
anxiously awaiting the end.
Now that the end has come, I
almost wish that I could relive
the headaches, the sleepless
nights, and most of all the fun
times with a lot of great people.
Yet now the time has come to
pack up my office and move
out. Someone else will assume
my title after The Tiger elections on Sunday. I can finally
go into retirement and get some
rest, along with regaining some
of my sanity.
To the new staff I wish the
best of luck and hope that
everyone has as rewarding a
year as this one has been for me.
To Dr. Henry, our faculty adviser, I can only say thank you
for your great advice and for
your open office door.
Well, this is it.
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Speaking Out

photos by Stephanie Brown

Question:
Who did you vote for
and why?
"Missy Jenkins because she had
experience in Student Government before and she was a very
impressive speaker that I think
will get jobs accomplished."
Rebecca Cecil

"I voted for Susan Ainsley
because she has experience with
Student Senate. She knows the
proper channels of communication that are essential for a student
body president to implement
changes Clemson University
needs."

"I voted for Trey Blackwood
because he is very involved in the
University's many organizatons
and is a well rounded student."
Stephanie Parlatore

"I voted for Vince Matthews
because he is truly concerned
about what the students have to
say. He not only has innovative
ideas but is also willing to work
hard to make his ideas reality.."
Thebither Gleen

Hany Demian

Liberal arts majors overlooked at Clemson
by Tommy Shaver
sophomore
political science

commentary

It is a warm, beautiful, crisp summer
day at Clemson University. The
administration, faculty, gardeners and
crew prepare for Johnny's arrival
tomorrow for the fun-filled weekend of
student orientation.
The gardeners shave Bowman Field
with scissors to golf-course-cut
preciseness; the shrubs are edged to
perfection with laser technology; the
trees are carefully pruned with medical
utensils; the sidewalks are vacuumcleaned and the tiger paws are
repainted with a gleaming bright
orange imported from Florida.
As the presidential-appointed
gardeners are finishing their majestic
work on the landscape, the faculty
prepare themselves for an on-stage
performance.
Their suits and dresses are sent to
China for a special wash, their
scholarly rings are waxed for shininess,
their hair is cut to a Victorian style and
their eyelashes are mathematically
pulled to symmetry.
The administration makes sure
everything is properly in order and
puts the final touches on the delicate
operation. They check the grass on
Bowman Field for split ends; they
check the shrubs for imperfect angles;
they check the pruned trees for any
sharp edges; they check the sidewalks
for dust; they check the tiger paws for

paint outside the lines and they remind
the faculty not to forget their orange
pins and nametags for tomorrow's
orientation.
The warm, crisp sun once again
appears brightly above like yesterday;
however, there is something quite
different about this day.
There is euphonious music gently
playing from Tillman; the birds seem
to fly carefree from each pruned
branch to the other; the water fountain
in the reflection pool seems to spout as
high as Old Faithful and all roads
leading to Clemson sparkle like lovely,
yellow bricks. It is the morning of
summer orientation.
Johnny finally arrives from a long
car trip and is greeted by charming
people in orange suits. As he steps out
of the car he hears the sweet music
playing from Tillman; he sees the
lovely landscape and the campus' many
beautiful attractions.
The site is so overwhelming that a
tear drops from Johnny's eye as he
tells his mother that this is his new
home.
The night after the dance, one of the
many attractions during orientation,
Johnny goes to sleep and dreams. In
his dream he sees everything orange:
the water in the reflection pool, the
grass on Bowman Field, the roads, the

trees, faculty members and the
administration all orange.
On the day of departure Johnny
jumps into a car loaded with orange
paraphernalia and slowly drives away.
As he waves goodbye to the happy
University staff, he thinks he hears
Mickey Mouse music playing from
Tillman. But after shaking his head
vigorously he hears the same sounds as
he did upon his arrival. The car
disappears into the sunset as Johnny
and his mother drive toward home.
A few months later, Johnny enrolls
in his curriculum. However, Johnny
notices that the trees are no longer
nicely pruned; the grass has grown
madly tall; the bushes have widely
grown out of proportion; the sidewalks
are made of dirt and there is no music
playing from Tillman Hall. Johnny is a
liberal arts student.
As liberal arts students, we are all
Johnnys at Clemson University.
Tillman plays no music for us. We
have been given a false picture of a
well-organized institution.
We are limited in our class
structures, and we have a useless
library, a very limited number of
classrooms and very few choices of
subjects. We have been duped with
Walt Disney World tactics for a
Mickey Mouse education.
The administration and liberal arts
faculty need to come together and
improve the situation. The library
needs many more books related to
liberal arts. There needs to be more
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variety in class subjects, and there
must be a shift in energies from the
University's outside appearance to its
much needed inside reality.
The situation intensifies as more and
more students are enrolling in the
liberal arts program, producing less
and less resources per student.
It is time for the "100 years of
quality" to pertain to liberal arts.
Improvement is necessary or Johnny
may go home.

Parking violation process needs improvement
letters
Letters
policy

While I was in Japan over
Christmas break I noticed a sign
in Narita Airport that said
"Parking Rot." It was supposed
to say Parking Lot, but it was a
typical Japanese mistake of mixing up their L's with their R's.
"Parking Rot" signs might be
more appropriate in Clemson
because the parking does rot,
and I might add that the word
'rot" is much milder than some
of the four letter root words I
have in mind that would be
more articulate.
Last week I received a notice
in my P.O. Box that I had an
unpaid parking ticket. Unaware
of this, I called the parking office to inquire about this alleged
violation.
After getting the details including location, time and date, the
details didn't add up. My car
was off campus at the time of
the ticket and I've never parked
on the ramp of the Shoeboxes. I
told her I never received a ticket
and my story and then asked her
what to do.
I received the typical "I don't
know, I just work here" answer*. I
finally extracted the answer out
of her. She told me I needed to

take my notice to the traffic
court and see the judge.
I did this and after waiting
twenty minutes I was called.
The judge told me I needed a
ticket before he would do anything. I asked him if I could explain first to see if that was really
necessary. He said "go ahead"
and halfway through my explanation I heard him telling me
where the door was; he had obviously tuned me out from the
start.
I drove to the parking office,
got a copy and came back hoping for an expedient process. No
such luck.
After re-explaining the story
carefully in detail the judge proceeded to ask me about
everything I had just told him. I
answered with a very restrained
reserve. After all, hadn't I just
told him all the answers a minute ago?
He finally voided the ticket
and then proceeded to give me a
lecture on my attitude. Thanks
but no thanks.

I told him that I didn't believe
I had an attitude problem
though this time-wasting idiotic
process of a simple alleged
parking violation was enough to
give me one. Judge Merck, please
remember respect is mutual and
people do have limited patience
with idiocy.
As for our newly elected student gov't, solving the parking
problems would be a step in the
right direction.

Jody Todd Kaufman

Review
insensitive
I was disappointed with J.D.
Henderson's review of the play
Blue Window in the Feb. 24
issue of The Tiger. I feel that
the reviewer did an injustice to
the two characters, Alice and
Boo, and to the women who
portrayed them.
In the review, the author
spelled out the characterization

of Alice and Boo (who happen
to be lovers) and the performances of Spear and Gerwig in
three sentences.
The author of the review
spent no time on lesbians and
then moved on to praise (and
rightly so) the performances of
Spear and Gerwig.
People often feel that defining a homosexual by his or her
sexuality alone is enough.
The reviewer said nothing
about the fact that Alice is a
writer (which is an important
part of her character), or that
Boo is a family therapist.
Their voices, practicing
Italian, are the first you hear as
the play opens. But there is no
mention in the review of their
impending trip to Italy.
This practice of seeing a
homosexual as a purely sexual
being is commonplace in movies
and books. But that does not
make it right.
I hope in the future that all of
the campus media will display a
sensitivity to the existence of
homosexuals and realize that
they are simply human beings.
Beth Lyons

The Tiger welcomes
commentaries and brief letters on
all subjects from its readers.
Each letter and commentary
must be typed double-spaced and
include the telephone number,
address and signature of its
author.
No more than three names will
be run as the authors of a letter,
and group bylines are not
acceptable. The names of
authors may be withheld from
published letters at the request of
the author and at the discretion
of the editorial editor.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention of
the editorial editor, The Tiger,
Box 2097, Clemson, S.C.
29632-2097, or bring them by the
offices at suite 906 of the
University Union. Letters should
be received no later than 1 p.m.
Wednesday prior to publication.
All letters and commentaries
submitted to The Tiger become
the property of this newspaper
and will not be returned.
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To: Candidates for Graduation in 1989
From: Student Government
Subject: Senior Gift
Now is the time to participate in the Senior
Class project. Graduates will have their
names engraved in a Centennial sidewalk
located in front of the Calhoun Mansion.
However, in order for this project to be a
success, we must raise $15,000. Therefore, all
seniors are asked to donate $10.
Use this check as a guide, and please
designate the "Class of '89" on the "for" line.
John Doe
Clemson University
Clemson. SC 29631
PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

first federal ofsouth
clemson, sc 29631
FOR

(tL*dlrthp£t

Send your gifts to: Clemson Loyalty Fund
110 Daniel Drive
Clemson, SC 29634-5602

Support the Class of '89 project!
More information is being placed in the mail
to you.
Be a part of "Tradition and Vision" at
Clemson University.
If you have any questions, please call Brett Austin at (H) 654-1613 or
(O) 656-4225 or Christy Klugh at 656-5894.
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Retention studied
by Andrew Cauthen
news editor
"The [minority student]
retention problem is a marketing problem," said Jacquetta J.
McClung, assistant professor of
marketing, during a meeting with
reporters Wednesday morning.
McClung was one of several
University officials combatting
the problem of minority retention at the University who met
with area reporters to provide
information concerning the
problem.
McClung conducted a study
of 838 former black University
students who had graduated or
withdrawn from the University.
"The purpose of the study
was to identify factors which affected withdrawal or persistent
behavior," McClung said.
"The objectives were to
enhance understanding of the
retention issue, and to provide
useful information for the University's goal of increasing
black student enrollment at
Clemson," stated McClung's
report.
According to the report,
black students who graduated
were "more likely to have been
involved in campus activities
and to have held positions of
leadership in these organizations.
"In other words, students
who graduated were active in
campus life," McClung said.
These students interacted well
with faculty, administrators or
staff members. The students in
this study also said that there
was "one faculty member, administrator, or staff person who
had been influential in their
studies.
"An interesting finding was
that the majority of all students
stated that this influential person was not necessarily black,"
McClung said. "What this says
is that white faculty and staff
can positively influence black
students."
The report listed several

racial problems or difficulties
that the students described:
1. A primary difficulty was
the feeling of alienation.
Because of Clemson's location
and the small number of black
students and faculty, this is
understandable.
2. The students mentioned
some racial discrimination;
however, this discrimination is
more in social activities than in
classrooms.
3. "A major problem was
that black students felt that
white students conveyed the
feeling that blacks are inferior,"
stated the report.
4. The students interviewed
said that some professors seemed
to convey this same sentiment,
and tended to grade blacks
lower than whites.
5. "Specific incidences of
racial discrimination were more
readily cited in social activities.
It was the social-cultural-related
area that most affected students'
decisions to leave the University," according to the report.
6. According to the report,
the top reason that blacks gave
as the reason a higher percentage of black students withdrew
from the University than whites
was a lack of social-culturalrelated activities.
"The students felt that there
were insufficient numbers of
black students to provide a
satisfactory social life. And
most social-cultural activities on
campus were geared totally toward the white population.
And, with only a small black
community and the isolated location of the University, offcampus choices were also very
limited. The result was that
socially, black students had little to do."
However, in spite of all these
difficulties, the students said
they felt good about Clemson.
On a scale of 1-10, with 10
meaning that, they "liked Clemson a lot," students who
withdrew and those who graduated on average gave Clemson
a rating of seven.
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Thursday, March 16
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Palmetto Ballroom
Juniors and Seniors!
Underclassmen, too!
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Sponsored by Activities & Organizations
Student Government
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In the 2/24/89 issue of The
Tiger, Tiger Town Tavern,
Plez-U and Winn-Dixie were
incorrectly reported as having
been charged with violations
by the Alcohol Beverage Control.
The following businesses
were charged with violations
by ABC: Fast Fare, Doug's
Place and The Pantry.
The following businesses
received warnings: Clemson
Spirits, Plez-U, Mazzio's Pizza
and BI-LO #160.

FOR HAIR
351 COLLEGE AVE.
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

654-1094
AFTER

Whitney Mizell
Alpha Delta Pi

WIN 5 TO 50% OFF
ON ANY OUTFIT OR
A FREE GIFT!
400-3 College Avenue
Clemson, SC

Highlighting with
a darker, richer
color.. .A shorter
blunt cut.. .Results...

Marvelous!

Makeover by: LYNN WOODALL
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Division of Computing and Information Technology
Consulting and Technical Services

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
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Don't miss IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus,
Save a spot on your calendar for IBM's PS/2 Fair. We'll
show you how the IBM* Personal System/2* can help you
organize notes, revise papers, produce high-quality graphics,
and more. It's easy to learn and easy to use, and if you're
eligible, you'll get up to 35% off.
We think you'll find it's a perfect match.
Where: The Palmetto Ballroom
When: Monday, March 13th, 9am - 4pm
The first 200 visitors will receive a free promotional gift.
$

THE MICRO CENTER
Located in the Poole Computer Center

Monday-Friday
9 am - 4 pm
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Professor studies blackflies
from News Services
With the help of a $60,000
grant from Abbott Labs, the
world's largest supplier of antibiotics, University entomologist
Ray Noblet is researching the
biological control of blackflies
with Bacillus Thuringensis
variety israeliensis (BTi), a
bacteria.
These biting flies are not only
pests, but also are conveyors of
both human and animal diseases.
It was the transmission of disease that first brought the
blackfly to Noblet's attention.
"Blackflies transmit a malarialike disease in turkeys called
leucocytozoon," he said. "Being a blood disorder, it doesn't
affect the turkey for consumption but does make it susceptible to other diseases. When an
outbreak occurred in the
mid-1970s, it almost crippled
South Carolina's turkey industry. We developed chemical
control procedures for the fly
and gained national recognition
as blackfly experts."
When BTi was discovered as
a biological control agent in the
late 1970s, Abbott Labs came to
Noblet for help in developing
the strain to combat blackflies.
Even though blackflies are
more economically dangerous
in the Northeast, the Southeast

is more ideal for research,
Noblet said. "We have 35-40
species widely distributed across
the state," he said. "Also, the
climate is such that we can work
all year round."
In South Carolina blackflies
cost livestock and poultry producers about $2 million each
year because of the animal
blood loss, annoyance and disease they cause.
Noblet said that Abbott Labs
has always supported the blackfly research but has become
more involved since the World
Health Organization began using BTi to combat blackflies in
Africa.
"In Africa, the flies spread a
disease called river blindness
which causes a large percentage
of the native population to go
blind by age 30," Noblet said.
"Our data is useful to the
African situation because of a
similarity in climate and circumstances."
Because blackflies breed in
flowing waters, control agents
must be poured into the rivers
or streams where they breed.
Chemical control can be an environmental problem. However,
Noblet says that's not the case
with BTi.
"It is much more environmentally safe than the pesticides
that have been used," he said.

"BTi is a natural product and is
totally harmless to man and all
other organisms in the stream."
Only one stage of the fly's
life, the larval stage, is susceptible to the effects of BTi. The
blackfly larva ingests the toxin
as food. The bacteria then
creates an internal disorder that
kills the larva.
Affecting only one stage of
the lifecycle does have advantages, Noblet said. "Insects ordinarily don't develop a resistance unless a large number of
the total population is killed.
Since BTi only kills one life
stage of the population, there is
still a sufficient number left to
keep the gene pool intact."
"Couple this with the fact
that insects are slow to develop
immunities to natural products
and the likelihood of a resistance is so small it's not even a
concern," he said.
Noblet's work also will be
concerned with increasing the
potency and improving the efficiency of the toxin.
"Originally, a plane load of
BTi would treat 50 miles of
river, whereas the same amount
of pesticide would treat 300
miles. The economics of the
situation made it almost impossible to use BTi," he said.
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LINGEFELT TIRES, ^
WRECKER SERVICE &
PAWN SHOP

CLEMSON BLVD.
PENDLETON, SC 29670
We loan money on anything of value.
Trained and experienced mechanics on duty 9 to 5:30.
Domestic and Foreign Cars
803-646-7424 (DAY) • 803-646-9266 (NIGHT)

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE

JUST ARRIVED!
Duck Head Shorts
Woolrich Shorts
Downtown Clemson
CELEBRATE-

SPRING BREAK '89
IN

FT. LAUDERDALE

nri€i6

AT

on the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES
LIVE D. J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT • FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS • THE BELLYELOP CONTEST
AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH . . . THE WETTEST, WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE • CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS
AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS
SUMMER GAMES VIDEO NOW ON SALE AS SEEN ON CABLE T.V.

7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
Clemson Party • Wednesday, March 22

Housing
from page one

FREE SPRING BREAK '89 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COLLEGE
STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 AND 8 P.M. WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.

"As for the apartment situation, it will be 50% men and
50% women, opposed to the
40% men and 60% women this
year. Housing will look to increasing the male percentage if
necessary," said Perhac.
Final housing assigments will
be mailed to the students after
the end of the semester. However, students will be notified
before the summer as to whether

or not they have been assigned
to campus housing.
Renters Information Center
(RIC), the office created to
assist with off-campus housing,
is now open and is located in
suite 527 of the Clemson House.
Gina Summers is the administrator in charge and she can be
reached at 656-4447. This office
will give students full information about off-campus housing

Beat the Clock!

If you love Hot, Fresh Domino's Pizza® then you'll
love this!
Just call Monday through Thursday from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. and order your favorite large 16" one-topping
pizza and say, "I want the Beat The Clock Special!"
Whatever time is on our clock is the only price you
pay! You save money no matter when you call!

Call Us!
654-3082
384-2 College Ave.

Coca-Cola* classic
12oz. cans... 55$.
(Tax included.)

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
•

1'

b
5<
OH

Just call and order a
medium 12" one-topping
pizza for only $5.00! **^

For just $1.02, plus tax, add
another topping of your choice.
Tax included..Offer good Sunday thru Thursday after 10 p
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Limited delivery area. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
• _

QQ.

and also helpful information
about signing a lease, but will
not become legally involved
with the lease.
A Renters Information Fair
will be held on March 15 so
students can talk to landlords,
Duke Power and the phone company to find out exactly what is
involved with moving off campus. Another fair will be held
after the list of campus housing
has been released.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75*
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS . . . FURY
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK W ROLL BAND
NIGHTLY PLAYING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC ...
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU!
■g^CLJP&SAVE-—————————————•--——- CLIPSSAV

Clemson Party • Wednesday, March 22
ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 P.M. NIGHTLY

(UMrT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
Summers on the Beach* 219S. Atlantic Blvd.* Ft Lauderdale, FL • (3051462-8978
(LOCATED 1/2 BLOCK NORTH OF LAS OLAS BLVD. ONA1A)

ADMISSION POLICY: 18 YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME

SPRING BREAK '89
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Senate elects new officers
by Arthur Schirmer
assistant news editor

student senate

The Student Senate held elections this week for the positions
of Student Senate president, protempore, clerk, and secretary.
The senate president's position was filled by Derrick
Pierce, a sophomore in Parks,
Recreation and Tourism Management. Pierce served as chairman of the Judiciary Committee
and will begin his term as senate

president next month.
Craig Shipman, a freshman
engineering major, was elected
as the senate pro-tempore. Shipman was the chairman of the
Housing Committee.
"The Student Government is
a function of the student body,
its voice to the administration.
We're here to serve the students
and greatly appreciate both

their ideas and support," he
said.
Emmy Senn, a freshman engineering major, was elected as
the Student Senate clerk. Senn
is a representative for the college of engineering and is on the
housing committee.

Head Hunters
'HNBSTYUSrS'

Leigh Walker, former secretary and a member of the Steering Committee, was re-elected
to the position of secretary.
Walker is a freshman in elementary education.

654-2599

'Batman' actor Adam West to speak
by Andrew Cauthen
news editor
Internationally-known actor
Adam West, who portrayed Batman in the popular television
series Batman, will be on campus tomorrow.
West will speak in Daniel

Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. He
will also sign autographs at a
midnight movie in the
Y-Theater.
West will present an entertaining look at his classic television series complete with the
screening of the feature film

Batman, in which he battles
four of Gotham City's most
notorious criminals—the Joker,
the Riddler, the Penguin and
Cat woman.
This event is sponsored by the
University Union Speakers
Bureau and Film and Video
Committee.

Corner

LEARN

SKYDIVE

TO

First Jump Course Special:
$20.00 off all First Jump Courses in March
Or FREE Second Jump
Call Today!
ITS SAFE
FLYING TIGER
ITS FUN
Jim Burriss
SPORT PARACHUTE CENTER
Eric Bamhill
843-2151
Oconee County Airport
882-1928
PIMM call for Reservations. Classes are forming NOW!

from page one

There will be an admission fee
of five dollars.
Cornerstone Weekend is being held in conjuction with
Pendleton's annual "Spring
Jubilee," which happens the
same weekend which will feature a road race arts and crafts,
music, food and historical
exhibits.
A reunion dinner/dance of
the Clemson Jungaleers, the
University's dance band from

the mid-1920s to the early
1960s, is open to the public.
Tickets are $10 per person; contact the Alumni Center at
656-2345 for more information.
A encore performance of the
musical revue "Tomfoolery"
will be offered—dinner theater
style—in Edgar's on April 1,
also in conjunction with Cornerstone Weekend.
The show, featuring the satirical songs of Tom Lehrer, was

Write news for us.

first presented by the Clemson
Players last summer.
The buffet dinner begins at
7 p.m. with the performance
following at 8 p.m. Tickets will
be priced at lesss than $10, and
will be on sale at the University
Union box office.
"We wanted to set the price
so that students will be able to
attend," said director Chip
Egan of the performing arts
department.

Call 4006.

Wedding Gowns
•
•
•
•

Bridesmaids
Formals
Tuxedos
Complete Alterations

Clemson Shopping Center
Ciemson • 654-7630

Brand-new Apartments
for rent available

Aug. 1
Call 6542412
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Miss Liberty Pageant. If anyone
is intersted in participating in the
1989 Miss Liberty Pageant please
contact Debbie Gantt 859-4094 or
Debra Rogers 843-9028. The deadline is March 20.
Overeaters Anonymous, O.A.,
meets every Thursday from 7 p.m.
until 8 p.m. in the library of the
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church.
Anyone who has the desire to stop
eating compulsively is welcomed
with open arms!
Rape Crisis Council hotline
653-9410. Confidential support, information and referral on campus.
We can help!
Experience the islands on Hilton
Head Island. Beaufort County
School District will host a job fair
April 27-28 for all prospective
teachers. Lodging and meals will be
provided at no cost for the first 50
applicants. Reservations must be
made by April 3 to the Personnel
Office (803) 524-2660.
Needed: 20-30 actors/actresses
for 10 short scenes. No experience
necessary. A great way to get experience on stage. Auditions are
Tuesday, March 14 at 2 p.m. in the
Daniel Annex.

Theta Chi fraternity will sponsor
a car wash for Helping Hands
Saturday, March 11 starting at 9:00
a.m. at Golden Corral.

Counselors wanted—Trim-down
physical fitness coed NYS overnight
camp. All sports, aerobics, computers, go-carts, general, needlecraft,
weight training, kitchen. 914-292-4045.
Camp Shapp Ferndale, NY 12734.

classifieds

For sale: 1980 Ford Fiesta,
manual transmission, radio/heater/tape. Good MPG. Good
performance. Excellent condition
$1295. Call 639-6492.

Wanted for cash, Lionel trains,
any age, any quantity. Write: Steve
Pearce, P.O. Box 209, Belton, SC
29627.
For Sale: 1986 Yugo—$1,100 and
1976 Sportster—$1,000, low
mileage. Serious inquiries only.
647-9895.

Best buy in town for off-campus
housing. Condo-type mobile
homes. Two large bedrooms with
bath in each. Spacious kitchen and
den. Fully furnished with air condition. Ample insulation, low utilities
for $300 per month per unit. Call
654-4934. Other mobile homes $150
per month per unit. Summer school
and fall rental available. Located V*
mile from campus. Call today!!

Going home for Easter? Need a
fun part-time job? It just so happens that the Honey Baked Ham
Company is in search of seasonal
help to fill our sales counter and
production positions. We have
stores located in the following
markets: Atlanta, Macon, Knoxville, Nashville, Memphis, Jacksonville, Orlando, Pensacola, Birmingham, Montogomery, Mobile,
Columbia, Greenville, Charleston,
Charlotte, Wilmington, Raleigh,
Greensboro and Winston-Salem,
etc. Please check with white pages
or information for the store nearest
your home.

Seeking talented artist to do simple caricatures for carnival one
afternoon on Bowman field. Excellent pay. Contact Connie in the
University Union 2461.

Camera for sale: Canon A-l,
motor drive, auto winder and flash.
Ask for Jay. 656-3725 (day) or
654-5427 (evening).

Menudo, You got a big mouth.
—Eternal
Songbird—You can fly higher
and sing louder, but it's still on
tape. Menudo and TAZ
Damit, Bunny and Killer—I love
you very much! Love, Awfobo
Teddy Bear—You're always
there. The formal was great and so
are you. Thanks for being my
knight in shining armour and my
friend. Always—the Smurf.
Susie, I bet he starts
boss. Love, Awfobo.

his

K.T.—Sorry you couldn't have
the first tap, but I hope I took care
of you anyway. Menudo
Jen, I bet he catches a disease.
Love, Damit.
Pooh Bear—I sure missed you
when you were in Spartanburg. I'm
glad you're back. I heart
you—Pumpkin.

personals

K.J.—I hope you're feeling better by the time you read this. The
past couple of weeks have been
great. You are a special girl. Love,
S.V.

Christopher Columbus, while
conquering new worlds be careful
not to bare yourselves in a lit room
on Saturday nights. It makes it
quite easy for passers by to see in.

Pammy! Tuesday will be here in
four more. You'll be real then!
Arizona won't be here soon
enough! You'll make it through the
week. I'll be there to make sure.
Happy Birthday early. Love, Val

Teri—You are the one and only
for me. I love you and I know the
miles are hard. Hang tough, I promise you the world. —Hun-Bun
Ernest T., poor Ernest T.,
Where, oh where could he
possibly be?
Lost, stolen, kidnapped or worse,
Could torture and pain be his terrible curse?
He misses the safety of Brother
Mike's room.
He faces the reality of his imminent doom.
His absence has put many
Brothers on edge,
But just who has him.. .could it
be a pledge?
I'm telling you now, Sigma Chi
Bros
You're in a bit of a fix, for none
of you knows
Just where he is or if he's O.K.
Will you see him tonight, tomorrow, maybe the next day?
If you ever want to see Ernest in
one piece again,
You'd do good to behave, don't
commit any sin.
No pledge tests, no line-ups,
you'd better not haze,
Else Ernest T.'s facing very
limited days.
SMB—You got a way with
words, but "all I need is some action!" —J.K.—I feel real good
about our discussions. Take it
sleezy in the Keys! —Gorgeous

The Tiger
begins a
new era after
Spring
Break.
$fc-
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Wouldn't you
like to be a
part of it?

Join us
today.
Write news,
features,
entertainment

or sports.
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PIZZA—SPAGHETTI—LASAGNA
SALAD BAR—ICED TEA

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY AT CHANELO'S

JUST $279
SAVE $2.89
11 A.M. TILL 2 P.M.

DINE IN ONLY
GOOD THRU MARCH 31, '89
FOR COUPON CREDIT TELL PERSON
TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

ONLY

990
XTRA TOPPINGS JUST 50c

GOOD ANYTIME
DINE IN ONLY
GOOD THRU MARCH 31, '89
FOR COUPON CREDIT TELL PERSON
TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

fw

$4 PER PERSON

GOOD BALANCED DIET
LUNCH 4-2

10" CHEESE PIZZA
^ 17-OZ. DRINK
YOUR CHOICE

7" CHEESE PIZZA 99e

Call 2150.

ITALIAN BUFFET

nnnn

TUDM
TH U

TWO 7" PIZZAS WITH ONE TOPPING YOUR CHOICE
TWO CRISP TOSSED SALADS
TWO 17-OZ. DRINKS-YOUR CHOICE

M0A0RCH 31 '89

O
CD
CQ

I

CO

cs

JUST $6°°

FROM 11 AM TILL 2 PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
DINE WITH US OR JUST CALL 654-6990

FAST, FREE CO
DELIVERY cs

FOR COUPON CREDIT TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

SPRING IS IN THE AIR
ENJOY OUR NEW MINI CHEF SALAD
TAKE A BED OF LETTUCE—A SPRINKLE
OF CHEDDAR—A HAM AND CHEESE ROLL—
A TURKEY AND CHEESE ROLL—TRIM
IT WITH A CHERRY TOMATO,
CUCUMBER SLICE AND A CRISP DILL
DINE IN ONLY
PICKLE. TOP IT WITH YOUR FAVORITE
GOOD THRU
DRESSING AND YOU HAVE IT.
MARCH 31, '89
JUST $1.89
FROM 11 AM TILL 2 PM
FOR COUPON CREDIT TELL PERSON TAKING YOUR ORDER YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON

o
CD
CO

I

CO

CD

CO
CD
CQ
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u Student Government News and Events
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All New!!! For Jviniors and Seniors!!!
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Clemson Student Government
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NEED TO SPEAK TO
STUDENT GOVERNMENT?
CALL THE HOTLINE.
#4226

The Research and Development Committee of Student Government feels that the decision,
made by the Housing Office concerning the conversion of Lever Hall, is an inappropriate one. There
are several reasons from which this belief stems, but the main reason is because absolutely no
student input was solicited before this decision was made. The reason we have student
government is to guarantee the consideration of student input concerning policy decisions
affecting students; however, in this case the Housing Office totally disregarded the
recommendations of the Student Senate. Recognizing that we do have a problem with housing, the
Student Senate passed a resolution which would have converted Johnstone F to female housing.
Instead, the Housing Office made their decision without the consultation of students, and without
regard or recognition to the Senate resolution. We feel that the appropriate response should have
been to approach the Senate about the feasibility and problems of their resolutions.
We are also concerned about the impact the size of the proposed all-freshman-female dorm
will have on this campus. As we all know, freshmen have acquired a reputation of being ignorant of
university policy and procedures, and they often need help. Who are these freshman girls going to
ask for help in an all-freshman dorm? They certainly will not be able to help each other. We feel
that this will create a situation in which the blind will be leading the blind.
With the conversion of Lever, the whole area, with the exception of Mauldin, will be all female.
This creates the potential of security problems. Few girls will be able to find males willing to walk
them home after dark because it would pose a big inconvenience.
We realize that Clemson University has a serious housing problem, but we do not feel that
converting Lever is the solution to the problem. Economically, it might be the best solution, but
other factors should and need to be considered. It appears that the Housing Office overlooked the
fact that their decision would be affecting a great number of students, both male and female. We
wish the Housing Office the best of luck when they have to do room assignments for next year and
with all the problems that this decision is going to cause in the future.
Hopefully, in the future this University will solicit student input when making decisions that
will directly and indirectly affect students. At times the administration seems to forget that the
students are what makes this university. If it were not for us, they would not have a job. Keeping
those factors in mind, the administration should make a point of actively and truly soliciting
student input on all issues.
Vince Matthews
Kay Allison
Myriam Seoane
Eydie Dellinger

Special thanks to the Clemson University
Athletic Department and the Alumni Association
for sponsoring this advertisement.
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Featu res
Robinson proud of achievements
by Billy Stein
staff writer

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Bobby Robinson has served as Clemson's director of
athletics since March 1984.

Bobby Robinson became Clemson's director of athletics four
years ago this week.
Prior to that, he held other
administrative positions in the
athletic department, and he
served as golf coach from
1975-83. He came to Clemson
in 1970 as a housing official
and is a 1968 graduate of Furman University. He is a native
of Columbia.
As athletic director, Robinson is the chief decision-maker
within the department. As he
says, "I'm supposed to run it by
the rules.. .and provide a product that our students, faculty,
alumni and staff will enjoy seeing."
Robinson sees himself as the
head of a $15 to 16 million-ayear business. He stresses that it
is important for the department
to remain fiscally sound by
managing its funds well.
Due to costs, he does not
predict the addition of many
sports. He places more value on
continuing to develop the
potential of the sports that are
currently offered by the department.
Right now those sports can be

Catalogs offer shopping alternatives
by Matthew DeBord
features editor
The world of mail-order
catalogs is an exciting world
that has taken university communities by storm. Face it;
you can't swing a dead cat on
the average college campus
without hitting someone L.L.
Bean merchandise.
The blucher moccasin for
example. Take a day off of
classes one day, for the purpose of podiatric edification,
and count bluchers. Sure,
some came from other places,
but a healthy chunk of the
Clemson blucher population
originated in Freeport, Maine.
A reasonable number of
people are beginning to swear
by their catalog collections
because they enable them to
shop entirely at home, acquiring new clothes without the irritating process of negotiating
stores, crowds, cash registers.
For the catalog connissieur.
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it's have checkbook or credit J. Crew: If Ralph Lauren dealt
in mail order instead of
card, will travel.
Odds are, if you start to mahogany-paneled Manhattan
purchase garments through edifices with fireplaces and
the U.S. Mails, you'll be inun- musty editions of Melville, he
dated with catalogs of all would operate visually like the
variety. If not, you'll need to production staff for the J.
know which ones to deal with Crew publication.
This things oozes WASP
and which ones to ignore.
L.L. Bean: Easily the most from every pore, with the
popular of all the contenders possible exception of a few
these days. Bean offers shots for glen plaid sportseverything from gloves to coats that could have been
mountain bikes to lawn fur- posed by Rose Kennedy.
Not to suggest that the
niture to cook ware. Most
customers know the Bean catalog isn't a quality publicastory, which stems from the tion; it is. And the merchaninvention of the Maine Hun- dise is excellent, albeit a bit,
ting Shoe by Mr. Bean back in well, postured. But the
the twenties. Bean's stuff is, strength, the absolute crowngenerally speaking, moderate- ing virtue of the book, is its
ly priced, and it does last attractive models.
These people do not look at
forever. The catalog is
aesthetically pleasing, but all like the middle-aged
most of the models look as schoolteachers and insurance
though they work for the salesman that fill Bean's
company. Plaid and shots of glossy pages; the J. Crew
lakes, assumably in Maine, bunch is well-paid.
predominate.
see Catalogs, page 15

profile
competitive, he explains. At a
time when "most people are
dropping sports," he says,
"we're maximizing our
income."
Robinson is also responsible
for providing policy and direction for the athletic department.
To him, "our obligation is to
provide a quality product," and
that product is "family entertainment." He sees this as a
challenge.
In general, though, he warns
not to look for many changes.
Further expansion of facilities is
not likely in the near future. He
is opposed to night home football games because "we don't
think it's in the best interest of
our fans."
Scheduling of opponents for
men's basketball will not vary
widely from current practice.
He points out that the team's
total schedule is one of the
toughest in the country and that
it should remain realistic.
However, he is in favor of the
ACC-Big East shootout proposed for November, which would
add an additional game to the
schedule.
He doesn't perceive much
flexibility for football either.
Nine games are fixed each year,
including seven within the con-

ference, one with South
Carolina and the home opener.
Since IPTAY is the fundraising arm of the department, the
athletic director to its chief ex
ecutive officer, though the executive secretary operates the
organization on a daily basis.
The department itself falls
under the command of the vice
president for student affairs.
Robinson stresses that "we're
just another department." According to him, the major difference between the athletic
department and other University departments is that "we have
to generate the revenue to
operate on/^
Robinson sees one real
minus to his job. "Every day
is different," and there is no set
routine. The best part for him is
getting to meet many different
people.
He is proud of the successes
attained by Clemson's athletic
program over the past several
years.
As he sees it, his job made
easier by the "quality of the
student body." Students get involved while at Clemson," and
their "spirit carries on." This
"has made Clemson unique and
very special." "We owe them a
lot."

Pendleton celebrates
by Eileen B. Counihan
staff writer
One week before Spring
Break and the corridors seem to
echo with "can we make it?" A
whole week free of class and
deadlines—just one week away.
At a time like this the last thing
anyone wants to think about is
the week after Spring Break.
But, just as our free time will
come it will go. Fortunately, the
future holds some nice surprises, and one that will surely
brighten up your post-break
blues is the Historic Pendleton
Spring Jubilee.
"The Jubilee will kick off the
tourism season for the threecounty (Anderson, Oconee and
Pickens) area," said jubilee
coordinator Jo McConnell. The
jubilee will begin at 8:00 a.m.
on April 1 with a one-mile run
beginning at Pendleton Junior
High School. At 8:20 there will
be a 3.1-mile run, and at 9:00 a
6.2-mile run. All age groups are
invited and trophies will be

awarded.
"The festival," McConnell
stressed, "is a community
festival featuring community
participation."
The fine arts at the festival
will include painting, pottery,
dolls, stuffed animals, needle
baskets and much more.
Some artists will have demonstrations. One demonstration
will include a wool spinner who
will demonstrate the three-wool
spinning techniques on her own
sheep.
Besides the art and crafts portion of the festival, events include ballet, jazzercize, a senior
citizen band, a barbershop
quartet and the Greenville Civil
Band. The Clemson Astronomy
Club will have a viewing in
front of Farmer's Hall.
"The arts and crafts portion
of the jubilee is a juried arts and
crafts show," McConnell explained, "which means only the
choice of 150 applicants from
throughout the South are acsee Jubilee, page 14
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Jubilee
from page 13

cepted by the standards com- leave from the front of Hunter's
mittee."
Store on walking tours of hisSouth Carolina National torical Pendleton Houses,"
Bank will award the best-of- McConnell explained.
show award to the individual
This weekend will also mark
piece of artwork judged to be the opening of three other
the most unique and well made. museums in the area: two house
The winning piece will be museums—the Ashtabula on
awarded a ribbon and displayed highway 88, the Woodburn on
at the winning-artist booth on highway 76—and the Pendleton
Saturday afternoon.
District Agriculture museum.
A grant given to the CommisThe Agricultural Museum
sion by the South Carolina Arts
and Rural Arts Commission has displays pre-1925 farm equipallowed the Pendleton commis- ment and antique engines, some
sion to hire two professional of which will be running on
Saturday. Also at the Agriculentertainers for the festival.
The Flying Fettuchini tural Museum the Pendleton
Brothers from Charlotte, N.C., Saddle Club will have horses
will be on hand all weekend and will demonstrate riding
with balloon sculpting and jug- techniques.
gling, and Steve Harris, a mimeEvery year a commemorative
clown, will roam the grounds all tile is created for the jubilee
day Saturday. Also on Saturday depicting one of the towns
the Channel 7 weatherman, buildings. This year's building
Jack Roper, will act as grounds will be the Pendleton Presbymagician.
terian Church.
A stage will be set up in front
Also, a watercolorist from
of Farmers Hall where live Abbeville, Oscar Valquez, has
shows will be performed the en- created an exclusive painting for
tire weekend.
the festival. A limited number
In addition to arts and enter- of prints will be sold for $25.
tainment, history buffs will be
The festival will be held from
glad to know that the historical
district will also use this 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday on the
weekend to begin their season.
Pendleton
Village Green.
"Every half hour a tour will

Fast-Free Delivery
Top Gun of Pizza
Please tell order person which coupon you are using

2 + 2 Coca-Cola Deal
Large Two^opping Pizza
Plus Two-liter Coke or Diet Coke
$

s

10.00 EVEN

Save 2.40

DE£

P DISH CAN BE SUBSTITUTED
AS A TOPPING

DINE-IN SPECIALS
• Monday:
All Calzones $2.50
• Tuesday:
2 for 1 Pizza (Any Size)
• Wednesday: Spaghetti Dinner $3.75
Includes Salad Bar, Bread,
and Soft Drink
• Sunday:
3 on Top
and a pitcher of Pop
Large: $9.99
Medium: $8.99
Above Dine-In Specials
Expire May 1, 1989

BI-LO PLAZA, HWY. 93

654-1103
For the Best in
Pizza, Subs, Salads, Calzones
EXPRESS DELIVERY
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Upperclassman Drop-in
Attention! Interested in
Sorority Fall Rush?
To qualify:
You must be a full-time C.U. student
You must have a minimum 2.2 G.P.R.
To register:
You must attend the Upperclassman Drop-in
Wednesday, April 12, 7-9 p.m. in Edgar's
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"Below" the Upper Deck
OPEN EVERY SATURDAY (9-6) AND SUNDAY (1-6)

SPRING BREAK
Just tell us WHERE you're going and
receive a 10% discount on:
Clemson Tees
Navy and White Cotton Camp Shorts
• Koosies—Liter Mugs
• l-D Holder (Navy w/Orange Paw)
• Sweats
Calculators—Bookbags
Cannon—Financial Manager $29.95 $12.95
51/4"and 31/2" Discs
Posters (Batman and Robin Just Arrived.)
TDK & BASF Cassette and VHS Tapes
Video Head Cleaner

CHANGING BROWN EYES TO BLUE
IS AS SIMPLE AS THIS
We now have DuraSoft®Colors. the first
contact lenses that can change even the darkest
eyes to stunning light colors.
Go from brown to baby blue. Hazel to
emerald green. Grey to aqua.
Best of all, they're so comfortable you
probably wont know you're wearing them.
And DuraSoft Colors may be worn
daily or overnight, depending on the results
of-yourexam.
So come in and try on a pair For vision
correction or just for fun.
And see how simple it is to have
the eyes you've always wanted.

DumSoffGolors.
by Wesley ^lessen
THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
370 College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
105 Earle Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 881-9322
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Catalogs
from page 13
They pout, they gaze pensively
across the breaking surf of a
Cape Cod beach, they gather
next to a woodie station wagon,
they read books on the porch,
type novels, write letters. Lovely.
Banana Republic: Safari? The
Banana Republic has the khaki
look that all you aspiring
elephant hunters desire. The
outstanding feature of this
catalog is its sort of internal
narration, the ongoing dialogue
that the Republicans sustain
with their clientele.
Frequently, they will print the
comments of a relatively
famous person (Alan Arkin,
Hunter S. Thompson) on the
subject of Banana Republic
clothing and how vastly
superior it is to all competing
vetements.

CHEAP AIR FARES

tossed in for ocular appeal,
Along with J. Crew, Banana ness
but it also includes a batch of
Republic sells some expensive "real" clothes, a lot of which is
stuff. It also has a penchant tasteful and subtly stylish as
for truly pretentious names (the well as directed at the profes"Poet's
Sweater,"
the sional woman. Not the easv
"Aviator's Scarf," the "Israeli fodder for feminists that it apParatrooper Briefcase") and pears to be at first glance.
obnoxious packaging.
To summarize, a ranking:
But other than its all-our- Attractiveness of models: Viccustomers-want-to-live-the- toria's Secret, J. Crew, L.L.
expatriate's-life attitude, the Bean (Banana Republic doesn't
catalog is worth investigating.
use models)
Victorias's Secret: I bought my Affordability: Bean, J. Crew,
mother a bathrobe for Republic, Vickie's
Christmas. Then one day, this Quality: Bean, Crew and
appeared in the mailbox. If Republic apparently about
anyone is paying more than J. even. I wouldn't want to field
Crew for its models, .it's Vic- dress a deer in one of Victoria's
toria.
teddies.
These girls pout convincingly.
All of these places emphasize
Of course, the catalog is primarily expedience when it comes to
a study in lace and skin, with a delivery. All four have
healthy measure of voluptuous- 800-number order hotlines.

All Airlines
All Destinations

Small World Travel
13 years in Clemson

654-6125

SUNSHINE
CYCLE SHOP

LIVE
ROOTS

ROCK

654-8440

REGGAE

Featuring

"Moja Nya"

Clemson, SC

654-BICY

ISAQUEENA
VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
654-6158

Wednesday, March 15

The Upper Deck
EXPERIENCE THE
THRILL OF FLIGHT!

Discover the advantage
Call REALTY WORLD -Caro

• Excellent Location
• Amenities Galore
• Leasing for Summer
and Fall Semester
843 ISAQUEENA TRAIL • CLEMSON
Monday thru Friday • 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday and Sunday: By Appointment

V.
g at Daniel Square.
te-654-6202, 392 College Ave.

AIRPLANE RIDES
SAT. AND SUN.
ONLY $10.00
Clemson-Oconee Airport

10 am til Dark
Hwy 93 past "Y" Beach Follow Signs

Info or Reservations Call

653-9016

CLASSIC CONDOMINIUMS IN THE CLEMSON TRADITION

The Tiger
needs a new
features editor.
This one is
leaving sadly.

Clemson's newest condominium community offers
attractive and affordable 2-bedroom townhouses and
flats adjacent to Clemson House.
Elinor Baron
654-4602

GET
SMART

Invest your rent into
a condominium
you can own!

Monica Zielinski —Broker in Charge i

Jane Brown
653-5206
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UNIVERSITY UNION

MOVIES: Y-Theafre
ROBERT CHARLES
DENIRO GROWN
MIDNIGHT
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Important CDCC Meeting
on Monday, March 13,

March 9-11
7 8c 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $1.75

in ii m.

at 7:30 p.m. in Edgar's
The University Union College Bowl Committee
Invites You to Play

FREE FLICK!-"STRANGE BREW"
March 12
7 & 9:15 p.m.

CAMPUS
CUBES
James Bostic
One of Clemson's most elite
graduates speaks in Tillman—8 p.m.
March 15.
He was the first black man to receive a
doctorate degree from Clemson, as well as the
first black man to serve on the Clemson
University board of trustees.

Come hear his inspirational story.
Sponsored by U.U. Speakers Bureau

Play this hilarious
game show with a cast
of zany characters!
You'll meet some funny
impressionists and
learn some interesting
facts.

TUESDAY, MARCH 14
8 p.m.
EDGAR'S
Admission $1

Sign up to be a contestant
at the Union Information Desk
—or—
at the door the night of the show!

WIN PRIZES!
Acknowledgments:
The
Short Course
Films and Video
and
Cultural
committees

DLnciuium
Wham! Bam!
Under that cape—he's all man!
Adam West—the original Batman
will be sharing his stories of his days
with Robin this Saturday, March 11,
at 8 p.m. in Clemson University's
Daniel Auditorium.
Then, go see the original full-feature
showing of the original Batman
movie at midnight in the Y-theater.
He will be making an autographed
appearance at this show.
Sponsored by Speakers Bureau and Films and Video.
No admission charge to either show.

EDGAR'S
March 10
* 9:30 p.m
Cost: $2
GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG
AIRPORT SHUTTLE
SPRING BREAK
Friday, Mar.
Mar. 26
the Infc
"he Loggia by 4:3^
March 12, or
more details.
when you
sign-up
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Entertainment
Drama professor hits prime time
by Jennifer Brown
editor in chief

Tony Evans

Evans says, "about 40 miles from
nowhere.
"We were shooting scenes on a very
complicated schedule. Usually, we
filmed at two different locations each
day. The entire show took 15 days to
film. I spent a lot of time traveling
back and forth between Clemson and
Georgia."
Evans says he is pleased with his
overall performance. "I hate to watch
myself perform," he says. "When I
finally got around to watching a tape
of the show, I was at home by myself.
"I'm glad that most of what I considered to be my good moments were
used in the episode."
Evans' appearance on "In the Heat
of the Night" was not his prime-time
debut. Last summer he starred in an
episode of Fox TV's "America's Most
Wanted."

"I'd love to be able to sit in my
house on a Sunday morning and read the
paper. But right now I have very little
time to relax." To say that Tony Evans
is busy is to make a definite understatement.
In addition to teaching several
classes this semester, Evans, an associate professor of speech and theater, is
performing in a play in Atlanta and
just recently appeared on CBS' popular crime show, "In the Heat of the
Night."
The episode in which Evans appeared
aired on Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 9 p.m. He
starred as Danny, a young man who
was the prime suspect in the death of a
newborn baby.
"Most of the show was filmed on
location somewhere in middle Georgia,"

"Mv annparapre on "Tn the Heat of
the Night" is the first piece I've done
that has had this much audience appeal," Evans says. The show usually
ranks weekly as one of the top-10
shows on the air.
Approximately 300-500 actors auditioned for this role, Evans says. "I
auditioned for the part last November.
Because of a mixup with messages sent
to my agent, I didn't find out that I had
been cast until Jan. 18, the day before
we began shooting.
"Since I hadn't been contacted, I
assumed that I didn't make the first
cut."
Evans says television performance is
much different from theater. "In
theater the actors are in control of the
mood and pace of each scene. In television they are simply used as instruments to get a point across—cameras
and lighting do the rest."

This is all just a matter of taste
"The way I see it, it's all a
matter of taste," says Clyde
Ingram, a shift worker at the
nearby J.P. Stevens plant. "I
know what I like, and that
there's the way it is."
Clyde is wearing a mesh cap
with the words "I'd rather push
a Ford than drive a Chevrolet"
emblazoned above the bill. He
is proceeding to whip my butt in
a friendly game of pool. "Six
off the two onto the five," he
says, "side pocket." Clickclack-boom, just like he said.
"Eight in the corner"—and I
owe him a dollar. "Thank you
kindly," he says.
Clyde continues to explain his
simple, yet meaningful, theory
on taste—taste in cars, taste in
music, taste in women. "I knew
Glenda was right for me right
when we first met, up in Deetroit," he says, motioning to his
obese and badly dressed live-in
lady. "Yankee women are the
best, son—you take it from me.
"Now the reason a Chevy's
no good to me is because there
ain't none of 'em that's worth a
damn. But that's all a matter of
taste, too, I reckon." Clyde is
now whipping Glenda's big butt
in a friendly game of pool.
"Sometimes," she claims, "I
sneak up and beat him."
All of this talk about taste
started when I was cajoled into
a little argument the couple was
having. A trivial argument.
Clyde said that men make better
singers than women; Glenda
maintained that women do.
"The female voice is jist pret-

WHATEVER

Tom Meares
Entertainment
Editor
tier," she said. "Nope," said
Clyde, "men can express pain
better."
Honky-tonk hell. Somebody
get me out of here. Who ever
talked me into coming to this
place? Of all places, why this
place? Why Oconee County?
What's wrong with Pickens? I
guess it's all a matter of taste.
If you've ever tuned into
WSBF on Tuesday nights
around 9:00 to Bill Menichillo's
"Industrial Horror" show, then
you've no doubt given your old
taste muscles a vigorous workout. If not, then give Bill a
listen. I promise an interesting
experience. The introduction to
the show goes something like
this: "Industrial horror—the
only alternative to ripping out
you own intestines."
"We're gonna start the show
with something somewhat
harsh," Bill is saying the other
night, "Something from the
Swans." The Swans, oh yeah:
I've heard of them. Good name
for a band. Better than calling
yourselves "the Crabs" or
something like that.
Cool. All right. Rock 'n' roll
Bill! This song is really sounding good. Lots of primordial

howls and chants and, of
course, lots of industrial noise.
The Swans are demolishing all
musical codes of ethics and
making up their own. Go
Swans. Hooray for the Swans.
After all, it's all a matter of
taste.
O.K., I've had it. I like this
tune, but when does it plan on
ending? It started somewhere
back in Anderson and we're
now approaching the exit to go
to campus. And we've been going the speed limit. Eighteen
miles with the Swans—what
I've always wanted.
Aaah, there it stops, finally.
Now, what's this next song all
about? What's that buzz saw
alarm racket? Sounds like shift
change at ol' Clyde's plant. Is
this music? Or just industrial
horror? It's all a matter of taste.
Back on campus now, and the
industrial horror is cranking
from my dorm-room speakers
at assembly-line pace. Tonight I
have stretched my musical taste
muscles to the max. It's been
painful at times, but fun.
Mr. Menichillo has a new
regular listener.
The shows offered on WSBF
cater to a wide range of tastes.
Throughout the week there's
something to suit just about
everyone's palate, whether it be
new age, classical, reggae or
thrash. If not, then this is
America. They do make Tiffany
cassettes, you know. It's all a
matter of taste.
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The cast of Ain't Misbehavin'

Ain't Misbehavin1 an
astonishing and
astounding show
by Doug Stanton
assistant managing editor
and Sonia Morrow
staff writer

Broadway hit Clemson
University last Thursday night
as the cast of Ain't Misbehavin' played to a packed
house in Tillman Hall Auditorium. This Tony awardwinning musical presented an
array of compositions from the
1920's to the 1940's era of
"Fats" Waller.

This cast of five unfortunately
didn't consist of the orginal
troupe which contained Irene
Cara and Nell Carter. This clique of clowndom did, however,
present this rendition of early
20th century black America
with comedy and pizzaz.
The staging put the audience
inside a small joint in Harlem
filled with toe-tappin' ragtime
jazz presented by a four member band. The band consisted of
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a string bass, a one-man reed
section, a drummer and a pianist that would make even Scott
Joplin jealous.
The show opened with the hit
"Ain't Misbehavin'," which
reflected the sassy, but more
pleasant aspects of living.
Following the opening wasn't
necessarily a plot, but rather
a review of numbers from
Waller's time.
A few of these songs were
unearthed from private collections by the musical's authors,
Richard Maltby, Jr. and Murray
Horwitz. Some of these "lost"
pieces included the sultry
"Honeysuckle Rose" and the
foot-stompin' hit, "The Joint is
Jumpin'."
The second half of the show
bebopped to such hits as "The
Vipers Drag," which spoke of

smoking a five foot reefer. The
comedy was increased as the
hearty cast gentleman crooned
"Your Feet's Too Big."
However, this segment of the
program wouldn't have been complete without the hilarious "Fat
and Greasy." Then, to calm the
mood a bit, the ensemble presented the melodious a capella
tune "Black and Blue."
To wrap up this "S'Wonderful" performance, the musical
was highlighted by a collection
of hits made famous by Waller.
This finale included such mischievious works such as "I've
Got My Fingers Crossed" and
"It's a Sin to Tell a Lie."
This evening of electrifying,
soul-shakin' entertainment ended
with a standing ovation following a reprise of 'Honeysuckle
Rose."

You're young.
You're attractive.
You have no glaring
vices. But you're up all
night. You're the new
entertainment editor for
The Tiger. Stretch life to
its limit. Be the new
entertainment editor.

LARGE PIZZA, I

Large for the price of medium!
Order any large pizza and
pay the price of a medium
size pizza with the same
number of toppings. Hurrybecause this offer expires
soon. One coupon per party
per visit at participating
Pizza Hut® restaurants.

PIZZA HUT®
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-8692
DINE IN/CARRYOUT

-Hut

654-8646
DELIVERY

Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with any other offer. 1/20 cent
cash redemption value. © 1983 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Offer expires 3/31 /89.

We're Having Open House!
Join us on Monday, March 13,
and see what's new!
•••••••••••••••••••a

Union Copy Center
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
7th Floor, Student Union Building

Grand Opening Special!
All 8 1/2x11 copies on white bond on the Mita Self-Service Copiers
at the Union Copy Center are only 3C each Monday, March 13 only!
•••••••••

• •••

University Printing Services
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dillard Building
••••••••••••••••••a

Refreshments
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Robyn Hitchcock 'n' the Egyptians

RECORD ROUNDUP

Queen Elvis
(A&M)
If nothing else, you must admit that
Robyn Hitchcock is a very interesting
guy. Those who scoff at his batty lyrics
and peculiar post-modern pop songs write
him off as just another British oddball
making records.
But for every non-believer there is a
school of critics, and a growing cult of
fans, who swear by Robyn Hitchcockswear that he is one of the most startling
talents of our time. Following a series of
sometimes brilliant, sometimes erratic solo
albums, the former Soft Boy signed with
A&M last year and released his major-label
debut, Globe of Frogs, a polished effort
that found him making no artistic concessions whatsoever to the industry bigwheels.
It was a strange record, to say the least,
but nowhere near as strange as this thing he
calls Queen Elvis. Here, Hitchcock is truly
in his element—giving beautiful, melodic
pieces bizarre titles like "Madonna of the
Wasps" and "Veins of the Queen." His
lyrics remain the endearing and often
hilarious nonsequitirs that give his music a
striking air of orgjnality, but on Queen
Elvis they merge into a newfound
cohesiveness and sense of purpose.
On "Veins of the Queen," a sardonic
look at British royalty fueled by a hypnotic
bass line and a majestic flurry of trumpets,
Hitchock muses about the possiblity of
traveling down Elizabeth's blood vessels,
perhaps in a canoe. He goes on to ask the
burning questions, O the Queen and her

cellar full of dogs/Wonder has she any
frogs/Does she ever chop up logsl, before
finally concluding, no I don't suppose she
does/It would all be to much fuss/Anyway
she'd have a /Private detective with her.
Musically, the guitarist and his Egyptians, bassist Andy Medcalfe and drummer
Morris Windsor, are as tight a trio as you'll
find anywhere. And Hitchock's good pal
Peter Buck manages to take time away
from rock stardom to contribute some effective guitar fills on four tracks here.
When they stumble upon a nifty little
rocker ("Freese") or a wonderful melody
("One Long Pair of Eyes"), the musicians
are more than aware of it. But when they
languish through experimental pieces such
as the painfully annoying "Knife" or the
equally pestilent "Superman," the results
are not pleasant upon first listen. The latter
song finds Hitchcock and his Egyptians
each playing at a different tempo, as if in a
fun-filled attempt to drive each other, and
inevitably the listener, to insanity.
But experimenting with unorthodox
rhythms and song structures is what great
artists like Robyn Hitchcock do, and more
often than not the experiments on Queen
Elvis are a success: "The Devil's
Coachman" is perhaps the most compelling tune here, a scizophrenic assault on the
conventions of 3/4 time orchestrated by
viola, violin and cello and punctuated by
clanging electric guitars. The song recalls
both the best work of Syd Barrett, an
acknowledged influence on Hitchcock, and

the John Lennon-penned "I Am the
Walrus."
Queen Elvis explores new ground for
Hitchcock while also cleverly returfing his
established terrain. If not a major artistic
breakthough, it is still another affirmation
of his genius. And if it does not become
Hitchcock's commercial breakthough, it
will only be because American radio is not
ready to sing along to: Lost Madonna of
the Wasps, I wonder where we crossed...
—Tom Meares
entertainment editor
Spike
Elvis Costello and the Attractions
(Warner)
The Elvis Costello oeuvre is, to say the
least, challenging. From the remarkable
My Aim Is True to the dismal Punch
The Clock, Elvis has consistently succeeded in frustrating as often as
delighting his listeners.
The last two albums, King of America
and Blood and Chocolate, indicated that
Costello was more than willing to probe
aggressively his musical and lyrical potential. But they also revealed a songwriter
intrigued by the bleak and the macabre,
a musician concerned with what might
be termed sonic deconstruction.
Spike, by contrast, exhibits a political
Elvis who hasn't been in such a caustic
mood since he bludgeoned English fas-

cism in "Less Than Zero" more than a
decade ago.
Costello has credited the comedian
Spike Jones as the principal artistic influence for this album, and he does characterize the effort as his first "comedy"
record. This doesn't mean that the spike
of the title is merely a sardonic acknowledgement; Costello is plunging his
musical and intellectual spike into the
very heart of post-modern culturaL postures, particularly Margaret Thatcher's
England.
He's back with the Attractions on
Spike, but he's also collaborating with
Paul McCartney. The result is a tight
record full of sophisticated arrangements and one truly wretched song,
"Veronica," that threatens to bounce
right off the turntable.
Much more commendable are "Let
Him Dangle," the wickedly humorous
"God's Comic," and "Satellite." And
then there is the exquisite. "Tramp the
Dirt Down" is a lovely dose of lyrical
acid that drifts along on a lilting wave of
acoustic melody, all the while nailing
Thatcher to the wall and gouging
at her with an enraged rapier wit.
"When England was the whore of the
world, Margaret was her madame" sings
Costello, obviously incensed but surrounded by soft, haunting chords.
The irony is evident.
Elvis is firing a shot with Spike—an
angry shot-but one that proves he can
still attack hypocrisy in politics with the
same aplomb that he ahd wielded
against hypocrisy between the sheets.
—Matthew DeBord
features editor

11/2 miles from campus

"SPRING BREAK"
— WEDNESDAY —

Laser Karaoke
Sing like a professional with Laser Karaoke

— THURSDAY —

College Nite
Biggest College Nite on the Beach.
FREE Admission 8-9 PM with College I.D.

NEW APARTMENTS

2-BR, 2-Bath Flats
$450 Per Month
Featuring Country Living
With
Convenience Store, Laundromat,
Private Club & Swimming Pool
New 3-BR Townhouses
for August—$525 Per Month
More Units Available
654-4339

654-1302

654-4344

— FRIDAY —

Top 40 & Dance Party
Hottest in Top 40 and Dance, Party til you drop!

$2.00 OFF
Cover Charge
Except during Special Events

CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD
March 24 & 25

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
April 14
PALLADIUM - Downtown Myrtle Beach
Next to the Pavillion

Adjoining Clemson University
Near Gardens

Two- and Three-bedroom
Townhouses
The Ultimate in Luxury
Rentals

$695-$750 per month
654-4339, 654-1302, 654-4344
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RENTERS' INFORMATION FAIR
Tuesday, March 14
2 to 7 p.m.
Palmetto Ballroom in the Union

Qor»ej*4 get if/

Join us for sundaes and a chance to talk
to property managers and utility representatives
about apartment rentings.

t>ON'T MISS THE PANEL DISCUSSION
"You and Your Lease"
7 to 8 p.m. in the Student Senate Chambers.

Bring your questions and your friends!
Sponsored by the Renters Information Center
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Sports
Tigers beat Tech, look to ACCs
Tommy Hood
staff writer

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Clemson's Dale Davis outbattles Georgia Tech's AllAmerican Tom Hammonds for the rebound. The Tigers won
81-79 in overtime to improve their record to 18-9 overall and
7-7 in the ACC.

For the second time in four
days last Saturday, the Tiger
basketball team was faced with
a game that, if it lost, would
ruin its chances for an NCAA
bid.
And for the second straight
game, the Tigers came through
with a performance like they
have never had in the post
season, as they defeated
Georgia Tech 81-79 in overtime.
Motivated by the Littlejohn
Coliseum crowd, which
numbered 10,500, and the door-die situation, center Elden
Campbell came alive with five
minutes left to combine with
forward Dale Davis for the
Tigers' final 26 points, including 12 points in overtime.
Davis scored a game-high 29
points and pulled down 12 rebounds, while Campbell scored
22 points and had 10 rebounds
to raise the Tigers' record to
18-9 overall and 7-7 in the
ACC.
"Those two guys were
unstoppable inside," said
Tech's Brian Oliver, who finished with 16 points.
"Hard to guard 'em," said
the Yellow Jackets' AllAmerican Tom Hammonds.
"Real hard."

"When the game went into
Tech led 67-61 with 2:50 left
in regulation on a jumper by overtime, we felt great," said
Tom Hammonds from the right Tiger head coach Cliff Ellis.
baseline, and the Tigers were "We felt like we had dodged
faced with having to figure out some bullets. Inside to Camphow to take advantage of Ham- bell was the only thing we had
monds' and Dennis Scott's four to do. He was definitely strong
in the stretch today."
fouls.
With the well-documented
At that point Davis and
Campbell took over with Davis fact that no team that has
scoring on a slam and two free finished .500 in the ACC has
throws to pull the Tigers within missed the ACC tournament,
the Tigers were faced with
two at 67-65 with 1:55 left.
After an Oliver layup, Davis basically two NCAA tournascored on another dunk, and ment games in Duke last
Elden Campbell hit two clutch Wednesday and Georgia Tech.
Ellis said he still wasn't sure
free throws with 25 seconds remaining to send the game into about the Tigers' chances, but
he knew the Tigers deserved to
overtime.
The Tigers scored the first six be there next weekend.
"All I know is that we just
points of overtime on a short
jumper by Campbell, a dunk by have to go to Atlanta and win,"
Davis and a layup by Davis off he said. "Our players know we
just have to go to Atlanta and
a pass from Campbell.
Hammonds hit a jumper with win."
But winning in the ACC tour:55 left and Scott buried a threepointer with :33 left to pull Tech nament is something the Tigers
within 81-79, and when the have not done since 1980, when
Tigers' Marion Cash was called they defeated Virginia and
for charging with 24 seconds Ralph Sampson 57-49 in
left, the Yellow Jackets had one Greensboro, NC.
Combine that with the fact
final opportunity to pull the
the Tigers have won only one
game out.
Scott, who had hit an im- ACC road game in the past
possible three-pointer with three two seasons, and the Tigers are
second left three nights earier to faced with an incredible task of
beat North Carolina, took a changing tradition as they face
three-pointer with four seconds Virginia tonight at 9:30 in the
left. With Derrick Forrest's Omni in Atlanta.
hand in his face, Scott's attempt
see Basketball, page 25
never made it to the basket.

Pitching wins series against ODU
by Palmer Cenci
assistant sports editor
After striking out four times
and failing to execute a squeeze
bunt that could have won the
game for the Tigers in the eighth
inning, Mike Couture made the
few remaining fans forget about
his bad day as he drove in Brian
Kowitz with a line drive single
to left field to give Clemson a
3-2 victory in the 15th inning.
"It would have [been a tough
game to lose]. We had our
chances," commented a relieved
coach Bill Wilhelm after the
Tigers took two of three from a
scrappy Old Dominion squad.
"It was a great win for us-Old
Dominion is a fine team," added

the Tiger manager on Wednesday.
The Monarchs took the lead
in the sixth inning when Jeff
Ware reached on a throwing
error by Tiger third baseman
Tim Rigsby, and George Sells
followed with a two-run homer
to right field. The Tigers cut the
margin to 2-1 when Brian
Kowitz and Mike Milchin hit
back-to-back singles in front of
a Couture sacrifice fly.
Clemson tied the score in the
eithth when Milchin drove in
Kowitz, who had singled, with a
double down the left field line.
Milchin moved to third when
the Monarch left fielder tried to
get Kowitz at the plate. Couture
came to the plate with one out
and a chance to put the Tigers

Ladies fall in ACCs
David Thomas
staff writer
The Lady Tiger basketball
team participated in the
Women's ACC Tournament
this past week and advanced to
the semi-final round before being put out of contention for the
championship.
In the first round of the
tournament, Clemson defeated
Georgia Tech for the third time
this season by a score of 94-74.
The Lady Tigers' stiff defense
in the first half held Georgia
Tech to only 28 points, while
Clemson's offense took a commanding lead with 41 first-half
points.
"I felt our defense set the
tone early," commented Clemson coach Jim Davis. "But we
had some mental lapses that let
them back in it. We're not the
most talented basketball team in
the league, but it's our defense
that makes us competitve."
The second half was a bit
more even, but Clemson still
out-scored the Yellow Jackets
53-46.

Louise Greenwood was hot
from the field, racking up 17
points for the Lady Tigers.
Teammate Ramona O'Neal was
second in scoring for Clemson
with 15 points, and Becky
Hollaway followed up with 14.
"The last three games, Becky
has come into her own. She's
shooting the ball well and with a
lot of confidence. She also
played good defense," remarked Davis.
Karen Ann Jenkins and
Michelle Bryant, the other two
Lady Tiger starters, also scored
in double figures.
Defensively, Greenwood led
Clemson rebounding with eight,
while Jenkins, Bryant and
O'Neal all contributed with six
rebounds apiece. O'Neal tallied
five steals for the Tigers, and
Greenwood and Hollaway each
had three steals for the game.
"Our inside people went to
war and made things happen,"
concluded Davis.
In the semifinals of the tournament, Clemson was unable to
see Women, page 23

up. Clemson tried a suicide
squeeze, but Couture popped
up to the pitcher, and Milchin
was doubled up.
Pitching took over as Mike
Milchin went 6 2/3 innings in
relief allowing only one hit
while striking out 11. Milchin
relieved in the eighth inning
after freshman starter John Pawlowski had gone seven innings,
yielding two runs on two hits
and striking out seven.
Milchin gave way to Jerome
Santivasci in the 15th, and the
sidearm relief specialist struck
out two Monarchs in the inning
to improve his record to 2-0.
see Baseball, page 27

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Tiger second baseman Henry Threadgill awaits the
throw from Clemson catcher Mike Couture in a game
against Old Dominion Wednesday. The Monarch runner was
safe, but the Tigers defeated ODU, 3-2 in 15 innings.

Tigers hoping to change luck at tourney
The last time the Clemson
basketball team won a game in
the ACC tournament, I was in
seventh grade and I didn't
know what Clemson was. The
last time Clemson won two
games in the ACC tournament
was in 1962, and I wasn't even
born yet. The last time Clemson won the ACC tournament
was never.
So what's the problem? I
know this isn't North Carolina
or Duke. I know we're a football school and not a basketball school. I know we're not
supposed to win basketball
games. But why? We've had
some good teams over the
years, but we just can't win at
the ACC tournament.
The Tigers have compiled a
pathetic record of 7-35 in
ACC tournament games. The
last Clemson win of those
seven came in 1980 when the
Tigers beat Virginia (could be
a good omen, remember that
name) at Greensboro. The
Tigers stumbled in the semifinals to Maryland before going all the way to the final
eight of the NCAA tournament.

TRAILING
THE TIGER

Palmer Cenci
Assistant Sports
Editor
B^ww^mit

The only team that Clemson
has managed to hold a winning record against in ACC
tournament games has been
Duke. (Remember them too.
This is going somewhere, I
think). The Tigers have beaten
the Devils three times in five
meetings.
Well, I've covered four of
the seven big wins for Clemson. They also have victories
over Maryland and Wake Forest, but those aren't important
right now. The win that is significant came in 1962 (you
remember the one I wasn't
born for). That year Clemson
went to the final game, starting
things off with a 21-point victory against NC State.
The Tigers have proven this
year that they are as good as
any team in their conference.

They have put up wins against
North Carolina (0-9 against
them in the tourney), Duke
and Georgia Tech. They have
also proven that they can play
with NC State, as they lost
that first confrontation in the
closing minutes. Could this be
the year for the Tigers? How
do I know? I picked Louisville
to make the final four.
I do know that if things
work out right the Tigers are
assured of their first ACC
tournament championship.
They open against Virginia
(they already beat them once)
and that's the last tournament
win they've had. Their next opponent should be Duke, and
everyone knows how we've
owned them in tournament
play.
Things get a little tricky in
the finals, though. If we play
State there's obviously no problem because they're trying to
recover from that hurting we
put on them in 1962. But, if
the opposition is North
Carolina or Georgia Tech, I
really don't think we have a
realistic shot. Go Pack!
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Grapplers third
by David Thomas
staff writer
The Clemson wrestling team
traveled to College Park, Md.,
to compete in the ACC Wrestling tournament on March 3-4
and placed third in the standings.
In the first round of the
tournament, six Tiger wrestlers captured victories.
Defending ACC champion
Donnie Heckel won in the
118-pound division. Kurt
Howell defeated his opponent
in the 126-pound class. Mike
Bodily was victorious at 134
pounds and Bill Orr won the
150-pound weight class.
Jim Meetze, defending ACC
champion in the 167-pound
division, added to the Tiger
score with a win. Kurt
Rosenberger finished up the
first-round victories for the
Tigers in the 190-pound class.
By the end of the first
round, the Tigers were on top
of the standings with IV*
points.
Tiger head coach Eddie
Griffin then led his team into
the semi-final round of the
tournament, in which three
Tigers were victorious.
Heckel pinned his opponent
for the second time in the
118-pound class, and Orr and
Rosenberger each gained their
second win of the tournament.
With these three wins, the
Tigers increased their total

points to 32, yet they
fell to third in the tournament.
In the semi-final consolation round, five more Tigers
posted victories. Howell won
in the 126-pound division.
Bodily defeated his opponent
in the 134-pound class, and
Dave Miller emerged in the
158-pound class to get his first
victory of the tournament.
Meetze added to the Tigers'
score with a win in the
167-pound division, and
heavyweight Bryan Bittle overwhelmed his opponent to get
his first victory of the day.
In the consolation finals,
Clemson recorded three victories. The first came when
Howell won in the 126-pound
division. Bodily marked the
second victory by winning the
134-pound division, and a pin
by heavyweight Bittle brought
the Tigers' score up to 54V*
points.
Tiger wrestlers Heckel, Orr
and Rosenberger advanced to
the finals, but were unable to
gain a victory as the Clemson
squad finished up the tournament in third place.
Six wrestlers from the Tiger
team have qualified to go to
the NCAA tournament on
March 16 in Oklahoma City,
Okla. Clemson's Donnie
Heckel, Bill Orr, Kurt
Rosenberger, Mike Bodily,
Kurt Howell and Bryan Bittle
will all compete in the NCAA
championships.
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Golfers drop to fourth in polls
by Barry Landreth
staff writer
Clemson's golf team competed March 3-5 at the Imperial
Lakes Classic in Lakeland, Fla.
Coach Larry Penley and his
golfers finished fourth in a
24-team field.
The Tigers came from 10th
place after the first round to
finish fourth with an 857. This
left the Tiger team 17 strikes
behind first-place finisher LSU.
The 857 strokes gave the Tiger
golfers a nine-under-par score
for the tournament. This gives

Watch the Tiger basketball team face
Virginia in the first round of the ACC
Tournament at 9:30 p.m. tonight on some
channel that you can find yourself.

the 1989 team a yearly average
of 71.72, which is the best ever
for a Clemson team.
Oswald Drawdy was Clemson's
top player for the Imperial
Lakes Classic. Drawdy, a junior
from Hampton, finished the
tournament with a 212, giving
him 13th place in the individual
standings. Drawdy fired a
73-72-67 in the three rounds for
a four-under-par finish.
Clemson's second man for the
tournament was Ail-American
Chris Patton. Patton, a junior
from Fountain Inn, finished in
a tie for 17th with a total of 214.
Patton had a 73-69-72 in the

three rounds, making him twounder-par for the tournament.
Patton leads the team with a
70.43 stroke average for the
year.
Bo Beard turned in a 215 and
Kevin Johnson finished fourth
among the five Tiger golfers
competing, finishing at 216.
Clemson's fifth-place golfer
was Sam Olson. Olson, a junior
from Aniston, Ala., finished in
a tie for 77th place with a 223.
The Tigers are currently ranked
fourth in the nation by the latest
NCAA poll. The Clemson golfers have a season average of
nine strokes under par.

AIRPORT SHUTTLE
GIVE US A
CALL NOW!

SPRING BREAK
ON TIME
SPECIAL ORBEDON'T
PAY*

MARCH 17 & 18 FROM
YOUR HOME TO GSP AIRPORT

$9.00

MARCH 25 & 26 FROM
GSP AIRPORT BACK TO YOUR HOME

$9.00

ROUND TRIP SPECIAL

$16.00

REGULAR FARE
TO/FROM GSP AIRPORT (1-WAY)

$16.00

BUS.
653-8 618
PAGER 1-800-402-0301

ALLEN

*48 HOUR PRIOR RESERVATION REQUIRED

Shop with us for your Spring Break and Easter needs
Men's Dept.
Group of Men's Suits, Sport Coats
and Blazers 30% off
Groups of Slacks by Haggar, Sansabelt
and Tailors Bench 30% off
Group of Racquet Club Slacks 50% off

Spring Items Arriving Daily
Pants by: Bugle Boy, Zeppelin,
Vincente Nesi, London Fog, Haggar
Shorts by: London Fog, Haggar, Zeppelin,
Flying Scotsman, Levis,
Russell Athletic, Hobie
Swimsuits by: Flying Scotsman, Hobie,
Adidas, Jimmy 'Z
Chinos by Levi are here
1 rack Bugle Boy Pants 50% off

Women's Dept.
Melrose Related Separates 25%
2 Groups That's Me 25% off
Suits by Stephen Michaels 25%
Sportswear by Danielle B 25% off
One Group Breckenridge 25% off
Swimsuits by Mystic Bay, Dipper's,
Bobby Len and Catalina
Pinky is here
^jp**^
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Shopping
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Tennis teams go 3-1 for week
by Michael Dennis
staff writer
This past week was a good
one for both the men's and
women's tennis teams. While
participating in the HEB Invitational College Tennis Team
Championship in Corpus
Christi, TX, the men's team
went 3-1. The 10th rated tennis
team now raised its record to
12-3.
The women's team won three
crucial ACC matches, giving
them a 3-0 record in the ACC,
while raising its overall record
to 5-5.
In the first round of HEB
Tournament, the Tigers faced
the 15th ranked Arizona
Wildcats. The Tigers defeated
the Wildcats 6-0. In the second
round match-up, the Tigers
defeated the Wildcats 6-0. In
the second round match-up, the
Tigers faced their ACC rival
Duke. The Tigers defeated the
Blue Devils by a score of 5-2.
Winners in singles matches for
the Tigers included John
Sullivan, Vince Van Gelderen,
Owen Casey and Greg Seilkop.
The doubles team of Todd
Watkins and Van Gelderen also
won.

The team reached the finals
of the tournament by defeating
the Nebraska Cornhuskers. The
score of the match was 5-2. In
the finals, the Tigers faced 13thranked Texas Christian University. The Tigers faced their only
defeat of the tournament when
TCU downed the Tigers, 5-2.
The two winners for the Tigers
were John Sullivan and Vince
Van Geldren.
The Tigers' next match is
Saturday at home against Duke.
After that match, the Tigers go
on a West Coast road trip to
play three matches.
The women's tennis team
started on the road to another
ACC championship with three
ACC wins. The Lady Tigers
started their ACC season with a

Lady Tar Heels of North
Carolina. The Tigers won the
match by a score of 6-3.
The team continued on its
tear by defeating the Maryland
Terrapins. The Tigers defeated
the Terrapins by a score of five
to four. Like the match with
North Carolina, all three
doubles teams won to pull out
the victory.
On Tuesday the Lady Tigers'
winning streak came to an end
at the hands of William &
Mary. The Tigers lost by a score
of 7-2. The two winners for the
Tigers were Laurie Stephen and
Mimi Burgos. The Lady Tigers
ended the week with an overall
5-5 record.

victory over Virginia. The
Tigers won the match by a score
of 5-4. Winners in singles
matches for the Lady Tigers
were All-American Cathy
Hofer, Diana Van Gulick,

With a record of 3-0 in the
ACC, the Lady Tigers are working toward another ACC championship. Freshman Tara Lynch
stated, "Our doubles are really
coming along...and they are
probably going to be our
strength. They helped us pull
out some of our matches."

freshman Mimi Burgos and
freshman Tara Lynch. In
doubles matches, the team of
Burgos and Van Gulick won to
give the Tigers the victory. The
Lady Tigers posted another
ACC victory by defeating the

When asked about the future,
Lynch stated, "We are a young
team and need experience. We
really want to win our conference and get an NCAA bid.
To do this we will have to crack
the top 20."

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Lady Tiger Amy Hise competes against a William and
Mary opponent on Tuesday. The Lady Tigers lost 7-2.

Women
from page 21
come back against a stronger
NC State team, losing the game
by a total of 93-86.
In the final half, Greenwood
chipped in 11 points and O'Neal
had nine from the floor for
Clemson, but the Lady Tigers as
a team could only muster 32
points in the first half, as NC
State took a 10-point lead by intermission.

THINKING OF LIVING OFF-CAMPUS?
THEN

Clemson out-scored the
Wolfpack 54-51 in the second
half, but the Lady Tigers were
unable to come back from the
big half time deficit.

1. 25-passenger Shuttle Bus on Class
Schedule Run
2. Washer and Dryer in Each Apartment
3. 2-bedroom, 2-bath Furnished Apartments
4. 4 Units Per Building on 12 Wooded Acres
5. Water Included in Rent
6. Swimming Pool and Picnic Shelters
7. Ample Parking
8. 9-or 12-month Leases
Located off Old Stone Church Road
For more information, call:
Jack Thrower—Manager
(803) 654-3263

O'Neal led the Lady Tigers in
scoring for the game with a total
of 26 points, and Greenwood
followed with 19 points overall.
Freshman Courtney Johnson
came off the bench to shoot a
perfect five-for-five in field goal
attempts and scored 11 points
for Clemson.
"I am so proud of Courtney
Johnson. She came off the
bench and played extremely
well," Davis said.
Greenwood led Clemson with
12 rebounds, and O'Neal had
four steals against the
Wolfpack.
"All of our kids gave a great
effort. But we didn't shoot the
basketball well," commented
Davis.
This loss to NC State gives
t he Tigers a third place finish in
the tournament, and Clemson's
record up to this point in the
season is now 19-10 overall and
10-6 in the conference.
Coach Davis, who has now
amassed 186 wins to only 61
losses in his collegiate basketball career, hopes the Tigers will
get a bid to the NCAA tournament this year.
"I might be the biggest
disgrace in all of basketball if
we don't make it to the NCAA
tournament. We've played the
fourth-toughest schedule in the
country according to one
basketball guru. But we've
beaten a couple of top 10 teams.
If difficulty of schedule means
anything, then we'll be in the
tournament."

COMPARE CEDARWOOD
APARTMENTS

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

CEDARWOOD
A Student Community
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Thomas Green Clemson
Field Day
March 31
Intramural Fields
(Across from Fike)
3-10 p.m.
3-6 p.m. Games
6 p.m. Auction of Prizes

CARNIVAL GAMES

TICKETS

3-6 p.m.
Manned by Clemson Univ. Organizations
• Only 25<p per Game
• Use Scorecard to Play
• Earn Points for Auction
5 pts. for Playing
10 pts. for Winning
• Prizes Include Dinners, TV,
VCR, Sweatshirts, and MORE

$5 per Person
Includes Admission to Field
and All Four Bands
On Sale March 27-31 at
Lunch and March 29-30 at Dinner
Available at Clemson House,
Harcombe and Schilletter

EAT ALL DAY—Delta Sigma Pi in Charge of Concessions!

BAND MANIA!
Bands Play All Day
THE TOLL—rock
DRIVIN' and CRYIN'—progressive
THE NEIGHBORHOOD—progressive
MOJA NYA—reggae
\r*

IS*.
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
CENTENNIAL
18891989
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Lacrosse team falls short twice
by Palmer Cenci
assistant sports editor
The Clemson lacrosse team
had its chances to come away
with two wins over the weekend, but the luck wasn't on its
side as the Tiger squad dropped
two one-goal games. Clemson
lost to Auburn Saturday, 11-10,
before coming back to lose a
heartbreaker to Georgia Tech,
8-7, on Sunday.
Against Auburn the Tigers
opened up an early 4-1 lead
after one quarter. Conferenceleading Auburn proved to be too
much for Clemson as it battled
back and took an 11-8 lead late
in the fourth quarter. Clemson,
trailing by three with 2:30 left in
the game, struck back with two

goals and cut the lead to 11-10
with six seconds left. Those six
seconds were not enough as the
Tigers dropped their second consecutive conference game.
On Sunday Clemson had to
battle a muddy field as well as
its opponents from Georgia Tech.
The Tigers didn't jump out to
the early lead they did on Saturday, but they did go into the
half with the score knotted at
three. Clemson shut out the
Jackets in the third, and it looked
like the Tigers had the game in
hand with a 6-3 advantage going into the final period.
Tech tied the score at six, but
the Tigers notched a goal to
make it 7-6 with less than two
minutes remaining. Georgia

Tech had a one-on-one breakaway with Clemson goalie Greg
Leslie, and the result was a
bone-crushing collision and a
Georgia Tech goal. The teams
battled through two scoreless
overtime periods until the
Yellow Jackets scored in the
third extra period.
Dan Sweeney led the Tigers
over the weekend by netting five
goals against Auburn and coming back to score two on Sunday.
The loss dropped Clemson to
1-4 on the season and 0-3 in the
Southeastern Lacrosse Conference. The next Clemson home
game will be played on the
Wednesday after spring break
at 4 p.m. against Fur man.
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498-1 Hwy 93 Old Greenville Rd.
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Clemson, S.C 29631
(Across From Bilo)

50% off suggested retail price on selected items
We Buy and Trade Gold
Attn. Students:
Now Open SUNDAY 1:00-6:00 p.m.

Hours:
M-Th
F
Sa

10a.m.-7p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10a.m.-2 p.m.

654-5758

art parts
209 Pendleton Road
Clemson, SC

Basketball
from page 21

"It certainly should be a very
fine basketball game," Ellis
said. "Of course, when you get
into the ACC tournament, you
don't have many basketball
games that aren't."
Virginia defeated NC State in
Raleigh last week, 76-75, and
defeated the wolfpack 91-71 in
January in Charlottesville.
However, they have been blown

out by North Carolina, Duke
and went to overtime to defeat
Maryland.
"We just look for a tremendous game against them, as it's
always been," Ellis said.
Other matchups today have
NC State playing Maryland at
noon, North Carolina taking on
Georgia Tech at 2 p.m. and
Duke playing Wake Forest at 7
p.m.

"It's a new season and every
player puts everything they have
into it," Ellis said.
The last time the tournament
was held in the Omni, Duke,
which lost in the NCAA championships to Louisville that
season, defeated Georgia Tech
68-67 to claim the championship.

RECORDS • TAPES • CD's
IMPORTS • T-SHIRTS
NEW & USED
Cool Stuff you can't find anywhere else.

347 COLLEGE AVE.

3-W LUNCH

654-6413
/

WeYe got lunch any way you'd like it
MAZZIO'S BVTHE SLICE

$1.49 £

us
tax

Your choice of • Cheese • Pepperoni • Hamburger • Combo.
Dine-in or Carrvout.
4

SLICE AND SALAD

$2.99 S

us
tax

Enjoy your favorite slice of Mazzio's Pizza plus Mazzio's Salad Bar.
Choose from over 24 fresh, tasty items. Dine-in or Carrvout.

UMJMTTED LUNCH

$399 Sr

For the hearty appetite. As many Mazzio's Pizza slices and trips to the Salad
Bar as youd like. Great food. Great value. Dine-in only.
MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY 11 AM to 2 PM

654-9243

CLEMSON

(Across from Post Office)
▼ Treat A Friend To Lunch T

r 1988 Minn* aKpo™™

$2 or $1 OFF
PIZZA
Redeem this coupon for $2 OFF a Large or
$1 OFF a Medium Mazzio's Pizza.
Void with other promotions or coupons. One coupon per
customer, per pizza, please. Good Tor Dine-in. Carrvout or
Delivery (where available). Certain delivery restrictions may apply.

6 \<m Mimo s Corporation

Victoria
Square

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.1.

BuyA3-Way Lunch,
GetA3-^aylunch
FREE!

Buy any 3-Way Lunch option and receive one
of equal value or lesser value FREE.
Void with other promotions. One coupon per customer, per 3-Ww
Lunch, please.

O 1988 Mazaos Corporation

LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW
FROM A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1989
IS THE LAST DAY
FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM
A COURSE OR THE UNIVERSITY
WITHOUT RECEIVING FINAL GRADES
TO WITHDRAW FROM A COURSE,
A STUDENT MUST:
... PICK UP A COURSE WITHDRAWAL FORM
FROM THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
104 SIKES HALL
.. .SECURE THE SIGNATURE OF THE
ACADEMIC ADVISOR
AND THE COURSE INSTRUCTOR
(OR DEPARTMENT HEAD)
.. .RETURN THE COURSE
WITHDRAWAL FORM
TO THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1989
NON-ATTENDANCE OR CESSATION OF
CLASS ATTENDANCE DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE WITHDRAWAL
NOTE: MANY SCHOLARSHIP, LOAN AND
GRANT PROGRAMS REQUIRE
THAT THE STUDENT MAINTAIN
FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. FOR
UNDERGRADUATES THIS MEANS
A MINIMUM OF 12 SEMESTER
HOURS.
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Housing Contract
difficult to break

Housing Office announces
room/apartment sign-up procedures
The University Housing Office wants every Clemson student to know that room/apartment reservation time for the 1989-90
school year is almost here. This information is of utmost importance to all students who are eligible and who wish to live on campus
next year.
Informational brochures are being distributed to the doors of all resident students. Commuter students, transfers, or former
students returning are not eligible for on-campus housing for the next school year. By reading the publication and properly completing the process, reserving a space for next year will be a snap for those who are eligible.
The following schedule briefly outlines the process:
March 27-31 is the week when all eligible students wishing to reserve a University housing space must enter their requests into the
computerized housing signup system. During this week, terminals in M-1 Martin Hall and room 145 Sirrine Hall will be reserved
specially for this process. From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. each of these days, an attendant will be at the Martin Hall site to offer assistance.
Personal computers with dial-up access to the university's computer can be used.
April 5-12—Every eligible student who submitted a reservation request will receive a packet through the mail containing a contract and a request for payment. This information must be returned to the East Campus Housing Office, West Campus Housing
Office, or Central Housing Office during this time. Packets may be returned by campus mail.
April 21—The names of students receiving apartment assignments will be posted at the Clemson House desk, the Calhoun Courts
Commons building, and the West Campus Housing Office after 4:30 on Friday, April 21.
For further information concerning these dates or procedures, the Housing Office asks you to refer to your reservation booklet
or call them at 656-2295. Extras can be picked up by stopping by the Housing Office in Mell Hall. Office hours are 8 a.m. to noon and
1 to 4:30 p.m.

In Housing (as in iife)
priorities come
into play
Let's face facts! Not everyone is going to
get his first choice of Housing spaces. The
Clemson House and Calhoun Courts usually
fill up way before Housing runs out of people
requesting to go there. There are steps
students can take to increase their chances,
though.
First, having the right number of roommates to fill the chosen room/apartment is
needed. The chances of three people getting
into a four-person Calhoun Courts apartment are not good even if all three are
seniors. A group of four sophomores will
"beat out" the three seniors for an apartment.
Secondly, request a specific room or apartment rather than "anywhere." Those who will
go anywhere are taken literally and assigned
anywhere Housing has space left after the
specific requests are filled.
For all Housing facilities, roommate
requests are divided into the following priority
scheme:
1. Graduate or rising senior with
graduate or rising senior.
2. Graduate or rising senior with rising
junior.
3. Rising junior with rising junior.
4. Graduate or rising senior with rising
sophomore.
5. Rising junior with rising sophomore.
6. Rising sophomore with rising sophomore.
7. Any continuing student with an incoming freshman.

NO

sum
Ofi

CAMM

8. Graduate or rising senior with no
roommate choice.
9. Rising junior with no roommate
choice.
10. Rising sophomore with no roommate
choice.
Once these priority categories are
developed, a lottery is done to determine the
order in which groups are assigned.
With 7,000 on-campus students, this is the
best manageable way to decide who goes
where.
Sometimes mistakes are made by a chosen
roommate and others pay the price. Be sure
roommates properly do what they should or
others can be closed out of their chosen living
area, too.
As students work their way toward graduation, priority increases. If students don't get
the space they prefer this time, they should
hang in there!

Housing Office
establishes Renters'
Information Center
Everyone knows, no doubt, that there is a
shortage of bed space here at Clemson University. In an effort to assist those students
who are interested in living off campus,
Clemson has established a Renters' Information Center (RIC). The center, located at the
Clemson House, opened March 1.
The Renters' Information Center Coordinator, Gina Summer, has already announced
the first program coordinated by her office.
A Renters' Information Fair is scheduled for
March 8 and March 14.

Group housing is
available at Clemson
Want to live with friends from back home?
Would you like to live with people in your
own major? Group housing in the residence
halls is available to those who share the same
interests, study habits, or whatever!
To apply for group on-campus housing,
each group should select a group coordinator. This coordinator should pick up a
special application in 200 Mell and must

Items needed before going
to the reservation station
Have you ever stood in a line for more than
30 minutes only to get to the front and realize
you do not have some required item? If you
have been at Clemson even one semester, you
probably have.
Before going to the computer terminal to
reserve your space, be sure you have the
following items:
1. Your computer ID: Your ID is printed by
your name in the campus telephone directory or can be determined during the reservation process by accessing a help screen.

2. Your computer password: It you do not
know your password, you should inquire
(in person with a picture ID) at the help
desk at the Computer Center in the P&AS
building.
3. Your roommate's(s') computer ID(s): This
can be determined during the reservation
process, but the process will be faster if
you already have this information.
4. Know your Housing choices!
By having the necessary information
before stepping up to a terminal, the process
should move along smoothly.

The University Housing Contract is a legal
agreement which should be read carefully. It
may be cancelled with little penalty up until
July 15. After that date, it is binding for the
entire academic year.
This is the message Verna Howell, director
of Residential Life, is attempting to convey to
all students who are considering signing a
Housing Contract during the room reservation process March 27-31. "Each semester,
especially around December, I see dozens of
students requesting to be released from their
contract so they can move off campus," says
Howell. "More often than not, they are not
aware that the contract is binding for both
semesters of an academic year. It cannot be
broken except in the most extreme instances."
According to Howell, a student who is unsure about housing plans for next year should
sign a contract and pay $95 deposit during
housing reservation. If a written request to
cancel that contract is received by the Housing Office on or before June 1, the contract is
cancelled and a $75 refund is sent to the student. Between June 2 and July 15, the contract may still be broken, but no portion of
the $95 deposit is refunded. After July 15,
students enrolling in August and January will
be obligated to pay university housing rent
for each semester.
"We must encourage the upperclassmen to
let us know of their plans as early in the summer as possible," says Howell. "By that time,
we are trying to tell our freshmen and
transfer students who are on the waiting list
whether or not they have any hope for oncampus housing. We hate to turn them away
only to have last-minute cancellations surface
in July and August. That's simply too late to
ask a waiting list student to wait."

$20 will hold on-campus
space until June 1, 1989
Not sure of where you want to live next
year?
If you have any desire to live in University
Housing, you should go through the reservation process. Any on-campus student who
desires to live on campus for the 1989-90
school year must go through the room reservation process March 27-31, Housing Office

The fair, 2-7 p.m. on those two days, will
be in the Palmetto Ballroom. Features include area property managers, utility representatives, plus a panel discussion, "You
and Your Lease." If the information to be
presented isn't enough to attract you, ice
cream sundaes will also be available!
If you have the slightest interest in offcampus housing, or if you just want a taste of
ice cream, you'll want to attend the renters'
fair. For more information, you should call
"RIC" at 656-4447.

return it by March 31 to get the ball rolling.
Each member of the group still must go
through the housing reservation process,
however.
The primary purpose of grouping is to
place individuals close together regardless of
location. Because group priority is based on
the academic classifications of all group
members, location preferences will be affected by underclass group members.
Get your friends together and create a
hallway that is just what you want it to be!

olin.ia,> report. A $95 deposit will be required, but cancellation of the housing contract prior to June 1 will result in a $75
refund. That's only $20 to hold your options
open until the summer!
Cancelling the contract between June 1 and
July 15, 1989, means that all $95 is forfeited.
After July 15, everyone who signs a Housing
Contract and then enrolls at Clemson in
August and January is required to pay for
University Housing.

Basebal

Baseball

from page 21

Tiger pitchers struck out 20 batters on the day.
In the bottom of the inning at
almost 7 p.m. Kowitz and Milchin
came through again. Kowitz
walked and Mike Milchin picked
up his fourth hit in five at bats
to put runners at first and second.
Couture followed with his
heroics to improve the 13th
ranked Tigers' record to 9-2.
On Tuesday Brian Barnes was
sensational as usual. The senior
lefthander went the distance,
striking out 18 while allowing
three runs on five hits. The 18
strikeouts tied a personal best
for Barnes (4-0). Old Dominion
scored their only three runs in
the eighth when Barnes walked
three and allowed two hits.
"I don't know what happened
in the eighth. I got a little too
complacent, I wasn't thinking
about my pitches, I wasn't
thinking about getting ahead,"
commented Barnes. "The other
eight innings were the best I've
thrown. I really changed up well
and mixed pitches up. I had a
little pop in my fastball," said
Barnes.
Coach Wilhelm was even
more impressed with Brian's
performance. "There are a lot
of good pitchers in this country,
and to me he ranks right up
there with the best of them,"
Wilhelm added. "He's gonna
surpass all pitchers in the ACC
in games won, innings pitched
and batters struck out."
Offensively, Clemson was
paced by Tim Rigsby's three
runs batted in on a double.
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single and a sacrifice fly.
Couture added a solo home run,
his third of the season.
Monday, the Tiger pitching
was as good as it turned out to
be the next two days, but the
results weren't as pleasing for
Clemson. Old Dominion escaped
Tiger Field with what turned
out to be its only win of the
series—a 3-1, ten inning victory.
Alan Botkin went nine innings, striking out 12 and
yielding only two runs, but the
Tiger hitters couldn't produce
and Botkin dropped his first
decision of the year. With the
score tied at one in the top of
the 10th, Wilhelm went to his
bullpen after Botkin let up a
leadoff single. Santivasci came
in and hit the first batter he faced,
then Gary Masterson drove in
the game-winning run with a
bouble to left.
"There are going to be a lot
of days when we are facing decent pitching when we're gonna
really struggle as we did today,"
said a disgusted coach Wilhelm.
"We couldn't hit the ball at all.
We're going to see an awful lot
of that this year. I hate to be
hard on the guys because
they're trying, but when decent
and better than average pitchers
come in here, they're gonna
shut us down."
The coach was especially upset because Botkin had pitched
such a terrific game. "We
wasted a fantastic pitching performance. Alan went out there
and threw better than I'd ever
thought
he'd
throw."

This is Rhett's and Palmer's
last issue. Cry or die!

Today at 3 p.m. vs. Appalachian State.
Tomorrow and Sunday at 2 p.m. against Virginia
Tuesday at 3 p.m. vs. Western Carolina
Wednesday at 3 p.m. vs. Furman.
All games take place
at Tiger Field behind Jervey

LinHill Creations Presents

Clemson Centennial Porcelain Doll
Limited Edition

Three-faced Porcelain Doll complete with white eyelet dress with
Tiger paw, orange bonnet and coat with official Centennial pin.
The doll arrives in her own polished wooden box with
brass hardware and Centennial plaque.
To Order: LinHill Creations
Rt. 1, Box 421
Abbeville, SC 29620
Or Call: Linda Hill
803-459-2452 after 4 pm

Local Contact:
Clemson University
Honors Council
656-4762

Total Cost: $395
*$100 of this
is a tax-deductible
donation to the
Clemson Honors Program

Are you tired of the
same old bars?
•
•
•
•

Busch $8.99 case
Miller/Miller Lt. $10.59
Coors/Coors Lt. $10.99
Bud/Bud Lt. $11.49

We have the solution:
Have a party!

• Soft Drinks
• Snacks
• Hot Dogs 2/1.00
w/homemade chill

Tiger Mart
for all your party needs
and
the BEST PRICES

Ole Norm's

Hwy. 123

Stoplight

2 IDs Required

Don't Drink and Drive
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Tiger looks to pros
by Kell Walker
staff writer
Starting catcher for the Clemson Tigers, Mike Couture, is
not just a one-sport man. "I enjoy football, basketball, skiing
and hunting. I love most sports.
I'm interested in many things—
except studying."
This junior majoring in Management does study, however,
and balances his time between
classes, practices and 60
regular-season baseball games.
"I study some—usually
before tests. I don't study 10
hours a day like some people
do.
"It's pretty much already set
out for us. We go to class anywhere between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m.
every day. Then we have practices or games between 2:30 and
6:00. The rest of the time I just
use for whatever I need it for. If
I need to study—I study some.
If I need to sleep—I sleep.
That's another one of my
favorite pasttimes—sleeping."
Mike obviously has not been
doing any sleeping on the baseball field his past few years at
Clemson. He ranks fifth in
Clemson history in slugging percentage (.647) and tenth in
career batting average (.352).
His love of baseball goes all
the way back to Little League.
"I've always had really good
coaches all the way up since little Little League. This has
helped me—prepared me for
life and everything else."
Mike's parents try to make it
to as many of his games as they
can. "My parents make it to
quite a few. My dad is planning
to make it to 30 to 35 games this
season. He travels a lot with his

player profile
work and tries to arrange his
schedule around my games. My
mom tries to come to them
whenever she can—usually the
weekend games with my dad."
Mike went to Eastern Wayne
High School in Goldsboro,
N.C. He was voted MVP in
baseball and in football. He
played on the All-State team in
baseball. Mike also played in
the Olympic Sports Festival in
1986 and won a gold medal.
His high school baseball team
won the state championship and
several tournaments.
"My most memorable game
in high school was during the
state playoffs. This was probably the closest game we had.
Three guys tried stealing and I
threw them all out. I was threefor-four with a home run."
At the end of Mike's high
school career he was faced with
a big decision that very few people ever face. He was drafted in
the sixth round to play for
St. Louis. He turned it down,
however, to go to college and
get an education.
He decided to come to Clemson
for many reasons. "I wanted to
get away from home somewhat,
but not so far that if I really had
to get home, I couldn't. I didn't
want to be so close that I could get
home everyday, either. I liked the
facilities and I thought the campus was really nice. The coaching staff was real honest with
me."
Mike is confident about this
year's team. "I think this team
has the ability to be a great
team. There's going to be times
where we might be up and
down, but if we can ever get in

Great F
Fun Place
•

DIGITAL AUDIO

Attn. Students: 2 weeks away
until your Spring Break fantasies could
be your body's untanned realities. Don't
be caught without a tan!

••

rax

Come tan with us at

Wolff Sun Center
Call for appt.
654-1766
Wolff Sun Center will be closed for Spring Break
March 20-25.
OFFF (ff)
Wolff Sun Center
TI7IW
University Square Mall
Itii'I
302 Seneca Road
=*A
Clemson, S.C.
l S A
The Most Trusted Name
654-1766
W

Mike Couture

_ in Tannina

starting Tiger catcher

the groove I think we might be
one of the best teams we've had
in a while.
He's hoping that the team
will win the ACC Tournament
and go on to Omaha, Neb., for
the College World Series.
Mike has many exciting
memories as a Clemson baseball
player. "One of the first games
I ever started was against Duke.
The coach wasn't real sure if I
could play or not at that time. I
was three-for-four, had two
home runs and stole four
bases."
Mike is planning on playing
professional baseball. He wants
to be able to make money at
what he loves to do. "I want to
have fun at a game that you get
paid for."
As of right now, if Mike gets
drafted at the end of his junior
year, he will probably forego his
senior year and play professional.
"Nothing's certain. I'll keep
on trying to play as long as I
can. I'm going to work at it and
hopefully make it to the big
leagues and play five to 10
years—then maybe have enough
money to do as I want to."

CLEMSON VARIETY
& FRAME SHOP
• CUSTOM-DESIGNED FRAMING
• READY-MADE FRAMES
• ARTIST MATERIALS balsa wood and glass

• NEEDLEWORK
• DRY MOUNTING

We carry ribbon
and felt by the yard.
craft supplies

CREATIVE
PROFESSIONAL
WORK
ALL YOUR HARDWARE
NEEDS
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30
Saturday 9-5

654-1723
374 College Avenue

